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MR. JAFFA

IS

TOASTMSTER; INTERESTING

SESSION HELD

Committees on Mining and Cons- Took Four Men Out of Shattered Foreign Vote of Milwaukee Has
Gas Filled Workings SixLed in Movement That
titutional Amendments
teen Saved.
WUlGrow.
Make Reports

Governor Mills, Dr.Cunningham,
Dr. Wroth and Others
Spoke.

Battle Waged To and Fro For
Several Hours Meet Again
This Afternoon.

conference this
The Republican
Delagua, Colo., Nov. 9. Over fifty
forenoon resolved itself into a heart- - men are known to have been killed in
talk. Matters appertaining the
explosion that wrecked a portion
to the Elective Franchise and the In
debtedness were up for discussion and of Mine No. 3 of the Victor American
it is believed that a better understand Fuel Company here yesterday. Four
ing has been reached among the dele- men were rescued alive and sixteen
gates who constitute the minority of others are believed still to be in the
the convention.
The reDort of the Committee on mine. The dead are: William Lewis,
Judiciary was to come up this after mine superintendent; W. J. Evans,
noon for disposition in committee of assistant
superintendent; William Kil
the whole.
outside
foreman; Llewellyn
It was 2:40 o'clock when President Patrick,
d
Bell, motor
Spiess called the convention to order Evans, pit boss;-)aviand Rev. Julius A. Hartman led in man; James Young, master mechprayer. The 'reading of the journal anic; Willis Evans, engineer of the
was dispensed with.
Colorado, Fuel & Iron Company, at
A long petition against Prohibition Primero. James Bennet,
motorman;
from Albuquerque was presented.
L. Martin, Bert Jennings, night boss;
P. H. Winston reported from the and two - unidentified
men. Willis
Committee on Mines and Mining.
Evans gave his life in the rescue of
Comfrom
the
J. J. Aragon reported
four miners who were taken out alive.
mittee on Constitutional Amendments.
who
from the ColoEvans,
Resolution No. 24, by E. D. Titt- rado School graduated
of Mines two years ago,
man, requesting that the president of came to
Delagua with the rescue car
the convention send the following
of
Colorado
Fuel Company yesthe
Prank
General
telegram to Postmaster
joined the
H. Hitchcock: "May we now do as we terday. He immediately
party in search of the fourth north
please?"
A. A. Sedillo moved that it be re- entry equipped with an oxygen helferred to the ambassador from Russia met
Bodies of 35 Men Found.
at Washington and that Mr. Tittman
Delagua, Colo., Nov. 9. At eleven
carry it to him.
men
On motion of T. B. Catron the reso- o'clock the bodies of thirty-fiv- e
lution was presented to Mr. Tittman. were found in the north entry where
H. O. Bursum moved that the con- the explosion originated.
Fourteen More Rescued.
vention go into committee of the
whole to consider the report of the
Reeling from the effects of gas, 14
Committee on Judiciary. The mo- miners staggered out of No. 2 mine
at ten this morning. They had been
tion carried.
Solomon Luna was called to the working in the far end of the fourth
chair and took the gavel amidst hearty north entry and had escaped the force
of the explosion but in their attempt
applause.
The majority report of the commit- to find a way out had wandered aimtee was adopted.
air.
lessly for hours in the
A Thrilling Rescue.
J. G. Fitch offered an amendment
to section 1 embodying the recomDelagua, November 9. They heard
The a faint tapping of the pick on solid
mendation of the minority.
amendment proposed to authorize the rock, the wireless distress call of
miner. Tearing
their
legislature to create inferior courts the
way
only in cities and towns.. ,
the great masses of fallen
through
Mr. Fitch explained the' minority
rock, they found four Slav miners
proposition, objecting to the majority and unhurt. These men, when warn
proposal which would permit the leg- ed of the fire, had retreated to the
islature to establish county as well back of the chamber
entry No. 4 and
as municipal courts.' He advocated
In.
The passage
walled
themselves
the
the jurisdiction of
was filled with afterdamp. The resthe

What was declared one of the most
enjoyable banquets the Masons ever
held in New Mexico was given here
last night when the class of 23 Ma-sons who have been taking higher de-grees this week at the reunion here
were feted and toasted. The Masons
were enthusiastic today in their ex-pressions of the splendid success of
the banquet which was attended by
many men prominent
politics, law,
medicine and other professions.

The ladies of Santa Fe who failed
to attend the session of the constitutional convention yesterday afternoon,
missed the most interesting Inning of
the great game that is now in progress. The question of woman's suffrage was up, and the friends as well
as the opponents of the proposition
outdid each other in eallantrv in
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Masons Had a Brilliant and Constitutional Convention Accedes Them Right to Vote
Delightful Affaii Last
and Hold Office
Night
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Judges are to Be Elective and Coal Mine Disaster at Del Its Tip Has Begun Falling
to' Have Fairly Long
Over the Capitol at
Agua, Colorado, Demands
Toll of Lives
Terms
Washington
AUTO

NO

gas-lade- n

g

courts and said that
Republicans
are inconsistent in circumscribing the
powers of the legislature even so far
as having the constitution fix the salary of a doorkeeper and then giving
the legislature the widest latitude in
creating new courts. He believed that
the constitution should create the ju
He favored
dicial system complete.
the creation of municipal courts, and
also courts in each county having pro
bate and a limited civil and criminal
court, but said, he knew that the ma
jority would later offer an amendment
making possible the creation of the
latter kind of courts by extending the
jurisdiction of the probate court.
The Fitch amendment w rejected

s

cuers feared to take the men to the
surface without a helmet and without
a moment's hesitation Evans and one
other rescuer took off their helmets
and gave them to two imprisoned
men. These two were taken to the
surface and when the other rescuers
returned for the other two, Evans had
disappeared. He finally was found
unconscious,
having apparently attempted to find his way out, and died
this morning.
Three Killed by Flying Rock
Fire is blamed for the explosion.
It is"' believed to have started in a.
broken entry door which caught fire
through some unknown means. Jen- to
24.
by 63
Bennet and Martin were stand
Inings
Juvenile Courts.
P. W. Parker offered an amend-- j ing at the mouth of the main slope
ment to section 1, which will empow-- i and were killed by flying rock.
er the legislature to create juvenile Delagua, Nov. 9. The known dead
are now fifty-twcourts.
C. R. Brice said he saw no necesMore Than One Hundred In Mine.
sity for mentioning "juvenile courts"! Delagua, November 4. It Is imposspecifically as section 1, already gave
sible to. determine definitely the numthe legislature this power.
ber
of men still in the mine, until a
was
The amendment
adopted.
to house canvass is completed.
house
out!
C. M. Compton moved to strike
the word "probate court" and suhsti-- ! Some reports place the number of
at the time of the
tuting "county court." The amend- men In the mine
ment was rejected and section 1 'as! explosion at as high as 134.
amended oy F. W. Parker was adopt-; '
ed. v
CLASH OVER CATTLE GRAZING
Section 2 defining the jurisdiction
AT PUEBLO SANTA CLARA.
of the supreme courfr was adopted.
F. W. Parker offered an amendment
J. Crandall and F. C. Wilson Go
to Section 3, giving the supreme court
to Scene of Trouble.
infe"a superintending control of all
rior courts." Judge Parker explained
The clash between Indians and certhat such power is vested in most su-- j tain settlers at Santa Clara over catpreme courts to correct irregularities tle grazing has come to a crisis and
in inferior courts. The amendment Clinton J.
superintendent of
and Section 3 as amended were adopt-- ; the U. S. Crandall,
Indian Industrial School,
ed.
and Francis C. Wilson, U. S. attorney
Various amendments were offered for the Pueblo
have hurried
to Section 4, which prescribed the to Santa Clara Indians,
to try to straighten
classifiterm
of
and
number, length
out the tangle.
cation of supreme court judges. F.
The trouble was made public today
W. Parker offered an amendment makwhen Juan L. Garcia, Faustin Martinof
term
the
of
length
supreme
the,
ing
Monto-ya- ,
court judges, 8 years, one of the three ez, Roman Salazar, Francisco
Manuel D. Martinez,
Liese,
James
the
at
first
chosen
election to Eerve Adolfo
Garcia, Manuel R. Garcia, and
four, the second six and the third
E. Garcia filed an injunction
eight years, the classification as to Esquibel
suit against the Pueblo Santa Clara,
length of term to be by lot after the Leandro
Tafoya, governor; Francisco
first election, subsequently the terms
Naranjo, Manuel Tafoya, Pedro Baca,
of the Judges to be eight years.
J. G. Fitch offered a substitute .for and Pedro Cajeta.
the section providing that the supreme Jt is alleged 'that Sheriff Silviano
court judges shall serve six years, Roibal went to the Santa Clara a few
shall be elected at separate elections, days ago to straighten out the tangle
the candidate receiving the highest and that some of the Indians detainnumber of votes to be chief Justice, ed his horse, saddle and blanket and
nominations to be made by petition showed no signs of yielding their
:.
and not In party convention. He said point.that the object of his amendment is to
take the supreme judgeships out of Deeds Recorded Two deeds were
politics and to assure the selection of recorded in the probate clerk's office
able men, well qualified for the high One by Matias Zamora and his wife
Political ; considerations who sold a certain tract of land to
position.
should never enter into the nomina- Richard Burt Wood near the Rio
tion and election of the judges of the
the consideration being SI and
higher courts, Judges are not electedrfhe other from Richard Burt Wood to
for the purpose of protecting any par- Rebecca E. Wilklow, also a tract of
land at Rio Tesuque for the same nom(Continued on Page Eight.)
inal consideration.
'
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Milwaukee, November 9. The Social Democratic party achieved a notable victory yestertay
by electing
Victor Berger, of the fifth district, to
represent Wisconsin in the National
Congress. Berger will have" the distinction of being the first Social
Democrat to sit in Congress. In addi
tion, they
swept the Milwaukee cou,
.
.
.
ty ticket from top to bottom by fjflm
3,000 to 7,000. Added to this, the so-
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cialists elected 13 members iff the
legislature, including one senator.
The legislature, however, will be Republican, and Senator LaBullette will
return to the Senate.
Prohibitionists Help Elect Republican
November 9. Aldrich, Reprobably has been elected
of Nebraska over Dahlman
to 10,000. It seems likely
that the entire Republican ticket was
elected.
Democratic Governor for Iowa.
DesMoines, la., November 9. With
85 per cent of the vote still to be
hearfffrom the governorship of Iowa
is In doubt, with the indications pointing to Porter, Democrat, the succes-fu- l
man. Outside of the governor, the
Republicans elected their state ticket
Iowa May Still Be Republican.
Des Moines, Nov. 9. Five hundred
precincts out of 2,300 give Porter,
Democrat for governor a plurality of
2,002. The Porter vote shows a mark

Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
was toastmaster and the speakers
were Governor William J. Mills, Inspector General Harper S. Cunningham, Past Grand Master James H.
Wroth of Albuquerque, Past Grand
Master James G. Fitch of Socorro, and
Deputy of the Inspjgctor General R. H.
Hanna, and Francis C. Wilson.
Glowing under myriads of electric
lights, the snowy linen contrasting
with the floral decorations, and mirth
and good fellowship flowing freely, the
dining room was a sight that must
have brought joy to every loyal Mason's heart.
It was a reunion which the newly
initiated class could consider an inspiration and certainly the speakers
who responded to the toasts announced by Mr. Jaffa did not fail to make
the best of the opportunity.
To add to the pleasure of the occasion the viands were dellelously prepared by an expert chef and served

Omaha,
publican,
Governor
by 5,000

ed decrease as the rural districts are

heard from.
Iowa Remains Republican.
Des Moines, Nov. 9. The late re
turns from the rural districts wipe
out Porter's plurality and indicate
Carroll's
by 3,000.
Carey Carries Wyoming.
Cheyenne, Wyo., November 9. Returns are far from being complete,
but it seems there will be no doubt
of the election of Former Senator
Joseph M. Carey as governor. Carey
.

ran as a

Democrat

176

Although it was only this week,
that President Charles A. Spiess of
the Constitutional Convention, declar
ed in open session that he would not
run for public office for some years
to come,

the

lated upon frequently of late. Suffice it to say that he is a Missourian,
has been district attorney, a legislator, was presiding officer of the last
legislative council and has been a political power not only in San Miguel
county but in the territory. Personally, he is a mighty good fellow to
know and like all big men, is affable
and approachable by all men alike.
He makes his home at Las Vegas,
formerly lived at Santa Fe, and the
Capital City has never abandoned the
hope that he and his charming wife
will some day again set up their lares
and penates in the City of the Holy
Faith.

New Mexican confidently

predicts that he will represent New
Mexico in Washington, D. C, either in
the Senate or in the House before he
is much older. He has made an ideal
presiding officer and eyen those who
opposed him for the honor are now
reconciled, in fact, they never disputed his ability as a parliamentarian
and as an astute leader. His record
in public office and out has been di

NEW MEXICO

NEXT

precincts

out of 480 give Carey 3,264, "Mullen,
1,223. The
legislature
Republican
probably will be Republican, but the
vote will be close.
Prohibition Losses in Utah.
Salt Lake, November 9. Utah yes
Joseph Howell, Re-terday
publican, to Congress by 10,000 majority and rejected statewide prohibition
as demanded by the Democratic platform.
California Remains Staunch.
9. Returns
San Francisco, Nov.
from 580 precincts in California out
side of San Francisco give Johnson,
Republican, for governor 33,537; Bell,
Democrat, 25,926.
California Safely Republican.
San Francisco, November 9. While
the returns are far from complete it
seems certain that Johnson, Republican, is elected governor by 25,000 to
30,000. A solid Republican delegation
is returned to Congress, and the" legislature is safely Republican.
Colorado in Doubt.
Denver, Nov. 9. With fully 75 per
cent of the votje in this city "scratched" and with scratching general
throughout the state, it is impossible
to give the result of yesterday's elecBoth sides claim
tion in Colorado.

the victory.
Shafroth Appears Elected.
Denver, November 9. 67 precincts
In and about Denver give Shafroth,
Democrat, for governor, 5,224, Stephen, Republican, 2,205. The Democratic leaders claim Shairoth's election
from
by 10,000! Scattered returns
the state' indicate that the inititive
and referendum are adopted.
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The Black Eagle of San Miguel County.
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Its Two Senators May Be Victory of Unterrif ied at the
Needed to Keep RepuPolls Yesterday Was
blicans on Top
Anticipated
PECULIAR

ARISES ONE

SITUATION

SOCIALIST

IS

ELECTED

Democratic Majority in House In New York and Illinois Losses
of Republicans Were the
May Even Exceed Forty-Five.

Greatest.
Chicago, Nov. 9. The securing of
X
The Democratic House ma-t the control of the next National House
of Representatives by the Democrats
Jority will, be 25, a net gain of
X 49, according to returns at 4
was decisive. The returns late this
X p. m.
morning showed that the Democrats
had made a gross gain of 48 members.
X.X'X X X
This was offset by a Republican gain
New York, Nov. 9. The sweep of of five, making a Democratic net gain
the political tidal wave was further of 43 new seats, in order to secure the
emphasized by the additional returns control of the House it was necessary
this morning. The Democratic major- that the Democrats secure 24 new
ity of the National House of Represen- members. The greatest gain was in
tatives will be at least 42 and possi- New York where the present delegably more, as compared with the pres- tion of twelve Democrats was inent, Republican majority of 43. The creased by ten. In Illinois the DemoRepublican majority in the Senate Is crats gained six members. One Soalso rapidly approaching the vanish- cial Democrat, Victor L. Berger of
ing, point, although the Republicans Milwaukee, will have a seat in thenow are reasonably assured of 48 Sen- next House.
ators, or one more than the necessary majority, with a number of two years ago. All eight congressional districts have returned Republistates still in doubt.
cans. The legislature appears to be
Democratic ' Landslide.
'More complete returns today from Democratic.
V
Oklahoma Democratic
yesterday's elections emphasize rather than diminish the Democratic Guthrie. Okla., Nov. 9. Lee Cruce,
landslide. There is hardly a section Democratic candidate for governor,
of the nation where the Republican and the entire Democratic state tickvote did not slump notably and in" et was elected by at least 20,000 majority. The, Democrats will control
cases
j

XXXXXXXX

-

disastrously. The

many

THE SCHOOLS

HOUSE

sixty the legislature.
Taft Has No Statement to Make.
9. President
Nov.
Washington,
the United States Senate the Repub8 : 43 a. m. irora
j i an arnvea
ai
licans will have only a scant lead.
and went direct to the White
Hard on Roosevelt.
House. It was announced he had no
New York, Nov. 9 Massachusetts, statement to make
regarding the elecConnecticut and New Jersey take tion.
head
their places at the
of the proMassachusetts.
cession, with Democratic governors
Boston, November 9. Complete reand strong Democratic representation turns of Massachusetts
lor governor:
in their legislatures. Ohio too is
Eugene N. Foss, Democrat,'! 220,450;
even
while
Iowa
Democratic,
appears
186,615.
Republican,
to be ready to fall into the Democratic Eben Draper,
835.
Foss'
33,
plurality,
line. Two great leaders of the ReIndiana.
publican party, Taft and , Roosevelt
9.
Indianapolis, Ind., November
alike met defeat in their own states.
Roosevelt's home town of Oyster Bay From returns at 2:30 o'clock this
went against him, his: Congressiorial morning it seems certain that Senator
district chose a representative to re- Beverldge has been defeated; that the
place Congressman Cocks, Roosevelt's Democratic state ticket has been
warm personal friend; his state repu- elected and that probably the entire
diated the Republican candidate for Indiana delegation in Congress will
governor by 50,000. As an additional be Democratic.
'
--i
blow, the New York legislature is
Democratic and Chauncey M. Depew
Appoints
Jury commissioners-Ju- dge
will disappear from public life. PresiJohn R. McFie of the district
dent Taft' today findshimself facing court has appointed Celestino Ortiz of
the one danger he has most dreaded Estancla, Republican; Joseph Davis of
a hostile House of Representatives Moriarty, Republican, and William
to nullify what remains of his legisla- Dunlavy of Wlllard, Democrat, as Jury
tive program.
commissioners for Torrance county.
Stubbs Is
They will select from 350 names a
,
Topeka, Nov. 9. The state returns jury which will be drawn December 1.
indicate that Governor Stubbs, Re- Court will be held in Estancla Decempublican, is elected but by a plurality ber 12, and there Is much business
'
,
from 5,000 to 8,000, as against 40,000 before it.
:

second congress will be Democratic
by a fine working majority, while in

ti

Governor Mills Received U.
S. Treasury Warrant From
Washington Today

HER
Was

GAME

LAW

VIOLATED

Fined $50 for Shooting
Wild Turkev Out of
Season.

Governor Mills today received a U.
S.

treasury warrant for

$23,293.48, be-

ing five per cent of the net proceeds
of the sale of public lands In New
Mexico for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1910. The money Tgoes to
the permanent common school Income fund of the Territory.
Territorial Funds.
,
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received $102.63 from Game
Warden Thomas P. Gable.
Fined for Game Law Violation.
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable was
(Continued

on Page Five.)
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"with celerity.
Today the class of 23 is receiving
the highest degrees, the 31st and the
32nd called the ceremonial and official
degrees. This will conclude the reunion which .has been an exceptionally pleasant one, even the weather gods
p.dding to the warmth of the hospitality extended by the Masons of Santa Fe.
The following is a complete list or
the names and addresses of the mem
bers of the class which is to be known
as "The Constitutional Convention
Class":
Carroll R. Dwire, Tres Piedra.
Otto E. Fell, East Las Vegas.
Siegfried Grunsfeld, Albuquerque.
Royal A. Prentice, Tucumcari.
Henry S. Van Petten.'East Las Vegas.
Arthur H. G. Palmer, Mogollon.
William M. Thomas, Albuquerque.
Isaac Barth, Albuquerque.
Lucien B. Vick Roy, Santa Fe.
Leon Locke, Springer.
David E. Furnall, Duran.
Cole PLailston, Magdalena.
James N. Upton, Demlng.
Walter M. Jaffa, Albuquerque.
Albert R. Carter, Tucumcari.
Ellwood C. Erdis, Agricultural College.
Frank L. Edmisten, Santa Fe.
John I. Hinkle, Hagerman.
Alpheus A. Keen, Albuquerque.
Robert R. Pollock, Albuquerque.
Phillip F. Voight, Chama.
Charles W. Price, Chromo, Colo.
Jesse L. Turner, Santa Rita. -

speaking of the charms, the needs
and the wishes of the fair sex.
The New Mexican went to press yes
terday afternoon just as the conven- n after a fight on behalf of
woman's suffrage at school district
election led by H. O. Bursum and Solomon Luna, had given the women the
franchise at such elections and it was
thought that the question was settled
for good and in conformance with the
unanimous report of the committee on
Elective Franchise. But It was not and
is not even yet.
The word "male" was Inserted be
fore the word "citizen" in Section 2
providing that every citizen of the
United States and of this state shall
be qualified to hold office.
An amendment was offered by A. A.
Sedillo providing that no elector shall
be required to do militia duty on- election day except in time of war or public danger. The section was uncere
moniously rejected.
J. L. Lawson of Otero county offer
ing an amendment to Section 2J pro- - '
viding that women shall be eligible to
the office of county school superintendent. The amendment was rejected but a similar amendment was
adopted later when offered by J. H.
Canning.
Charles A. Spiess pointed out that
-

-

under Section 5 as reported, the legislature is not inhibited from prescribing an educational o.ualification
'
for the franchise.
George S. Brown moved that the
words "or color" be stricken out of
Section 6, which prescribed that the
right of franchise-- - should - not be
abridged on account of race, color,
etc. The amendment was rejected.
Section 5 as
by Charles
A. Spiess was adopted and its inhibition against a change was also included in Section 1, so as to make it
practically impossible for any future
legislature or constitutional amendment to abridge the right of franchise
of any citizen on account of his language, race or color.
A. B. Fall moved that the committee rise and that the report be made
the special order for 'Vv'ednesday afternoon.
The motion was lost 39 to
37.

E. A. Miera ni ved to reconsider Section 1. The taction was adopted. He
then moved to strike out the sentence
providing that women shall vote at
school district elections.

E. S. Stover made a plea for woman's suffrage at school elections. C.
M Compton,, declared that he is ready
to champioV woman's suffrage at all
ATTELL AND CONLEY
elections but did not' believe In givWILL FIGHT 15 ROUNDS. ing her just a small corner at the'
elective franchise table. He predictFeatherweight and Bantam Will Meet ed that woman's suffrage would soon
become a reality throughout the
In Ring at New Orleans,
land and then the vote of the mother,
Louisiana.
wife and sister would make sacred the
Kenosha, Wis, Nov. 9. Arrange- ballot box.
Jose D. Sena was not of that opinments were completed for a fifteen
round contest between Abe Attell, ion. While he will take no back seat
to any one as a friend of the ladies,
featherweight champion, and Frankie
was as friend of the ladles that he
Conley of this city, the bantamweight it
champion. The fight takes place in protested against extending the franchise to them. He said that he was
New Orleans.
unutterably opposed to woman's suffrage and was applauded as he pleaded with the delegates to think well
before sending their mothers, wives,
STATE OFFICERS
and sisters to mingle with the class
of women that would he at the polls.
H. M. Dougherty said he in part
AND SALARIES agreed
and in part disagreed with the
last speaker. He is absolutely opposed to extending the franchise to
Arizona Is Likely to Pay Of- women at all elections but cited the
instance of the election of Judge Ben
ficials More Than New
Lindsey at Denver to preside 'over the
juvenile court as proof that on cerMexico
tain subjects, in which women are
especially interested, It is for the public benefit as well as for the advanTWO YEARS TERM
FAVOREO
tage of the family to have women
vote. Woman's high sphere Is in the
family he said and It extends
All Except Treasurer Are to Be the door Into the school room.beyond
He
therefore deemed it desirable to InEligible to Succeed
vest her with the power to decide as
Themselves.
to who should reign in the school
room and who should have charge of
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 9 The execu the schools.
"I do not believe that
tive committee of the constitutional the women of New Mexico are clamconvention reported a eubstitute prop oring for the right of suffrage, but I
osition today providing for a system do believe they desire to follow their
of state officers and salaries, the off! children into the school room."
cers to be elected for a term of two
W. E. Lindsey remarked that like
years and the treasurer to be Ineligi1 so many other fathers, he did not evble for a second term. Elective offi- en know the grade which his children '
ces and salaries are: Governor $5,000; attended In school, and lamented the
secretary of state $4,000; auditor, lack of interest on the part of men in
$3,500; treasurer $3,500; attorney gen the schools. Women naturally take a
eral $2,500; superintendent of public greater interest in the schools then do
instruction $2,500.
the men and should not only he perArizona Will Have Local Option.
mitted to Tote at school elections but
Out of a most threatening situation should also hold school office. His eloin the constitutional convention yes quent plea was applauded.-- E. F. Saxon said that every woman
terday there came a compromise on
.

(Continued

on Page Five.)
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freshjstock of Solita re Candies in
Cheap in Price.

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

FORMATIONS

Can You Ask

COUNTY.

IN UNION

DP. S

No. 40.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL
CASH PURCHASES

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
Azurite Lace Pins with Gold Filigree
Mounting.. Enameled Wear, Gold and

We are so confident that we can
furnish relief for indigestion and
dyspepsia that we promise to supply
the medicine free of all cost to every
one who uses according to directions
who 18 not Perfectly satisfied with the
results. We exact no promises find
put no one under any obligation
whatever. Surely nothing could be
fairer. We are located right here
where you live, and our reputation
should be sufficient assurance of the
genuineness' of our offer.
We want every one who is troubled
with indigestion or dyspepsia in any
form to come to ourstore and get a
box of Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets.
Take them at home, and give them a
reasonable trial, according to directions. They are very pleasant to
take; they sooth the irritable stomach
strengthen and invigorate the digestive organs, promote a healthy and natural bowel action, almost Immediately relieve nausea and stomach irritation, produce health digestion and
assimilation, and promote nutrition.
Three sizes, 25c, 50c and $1.00. Remember you can obtain Rexall Remedies, only at Fisher's Drug Store.
sections, and recommend that they be
adopted as part of the constitution.
Section 1. All public buildings and
other property belonging to the Territory of New Mexico shall, upon the
adoption and approval of this constitution, become the property of the
State of New Mexico.
Sec. 2. Each of the charitable,
penal and reformatory Institutions of
the State of New Mexico shall be un-- ;
der the control of a
board
of directors, the members of which
shall be appointed by the governor for
a term of four years, and confirmed
by, the Senate. The powers and duties of said board of directors shall be
prescribed by law.
GREGORY PAGE,
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Thfo amniint Includes
the building alone. The furnishing
of this building will amount to about
five thousand dollars. The building
is to be brick, two stories end basement, and will be modern and
in every particular.
The county commissioners are in
session this afternoon considering
bids for the furnishing of the new
court house which will be soon com--
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W. E. GARRISON,
SAMUEL ELDODT,
C. M. COMPTON,
W. E. LINDSEY,
GEO. S. BROWN,
SALOME MARTINEZ,
ANASTACIO MEDINA,
EUGENIO ROMERO,
NESTOR MONTOYA.
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SALT.
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HICK SERVICE

and Saddle Horses

STERLING NOVELTIES

MESH PURSES

PICTURE FRAMES IN DEPOSIT WEAR
FINE LINE OF STERLING

FLAT AND HOLLOW WEAR.

BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS

345 San Francisco 8treet,

H. C. YONTZ

8anta Fe N'
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TAILORED WAISTS

HOUSE DRESSES & KIM0NAS
EVERY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR!

WE ARE ALSO SHOWING A FINE LINE
OF READY TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MIHSES AND CHILDREN'S COATS

WE TAKE MEASURES FOR

LADIES SUITS
And Guarantee a Fit.

SELIGMN BROS CO.
P. O. Box 219

Phone 39
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HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT

If

analysis whereby the distinctness of
the lava beds can be accurately determined by the kind and Quantity of
mineral substances contained. These
facts are determined by microscopic
examination and chemical analysis.
Although traces of gold, silver, and
slight traces of other rare metals have
been discovered, no ore of commer- cal value naa been or can De expect.
cd to be found. Labadorite, angite
pleted.
and olivine are the predominating
of
Thos. J. McSherry,
formerly
compounds, with magnetic iron ore
Dwyer, N. M., has purchased the li found in some localities in large quanvery stable of G. M. Sadler,, and will tities. While upon Robinson's peak,
conduct a livery business at the same the
presence of this last named ore
stand on Railroad avenue.
a deflection of the compass
caused
W. J. Evans has bought an interest as much as 18 degrees.
on
the
store
the S. G. Boyd grocery
The lava dykes, represented by the
corner of Spruce Street and Silver
Natural Wall, just to the northwest
Avenue.
of the city, are caused bj' the filling
W. W. Atkins Co. are putting in a
up of large fissures or cracks with labakery in the Swope building to the va
which, because of its relative
rear of the grocery store of w. W.
hardness has resisted the
greater
Atkins company.
effects of frost and rain while
at
eroding
W. W. Joliffe, S. P. Engineer
Sun- the softer rock that originally formed
spent
Robert
and
Graham,
Separ,
the fissure, has gradually worn away,
day in Deming.
leaving the fissure core of lava standyesPaso
El
R. E. Laffoon went to
ing as a dyke or natural wall. The
terday on business.
of this
Ed. Kimmick, the veteran orchadist most prominent illustration
at
seen
be
formation
may
in
is
peculiar
Mimbres
of the up the
country,
a masstown today. Mr.' Kimmick says that Stonewall, Colorado, where
in
he marketed at Ft. Bayard and Santa ive dyke of several hundred feetseem
be
150
feet
and
may
lenkth
high
rhubarb
of
hundred
five
Rita
pounds
each week throughout the season, and projecting out of the level valley plain
Mr. Mertie's investigations are in
has sold from his small orchard this
a
of
pioneer field of geological investithousand
apples.
pounds
year forty
gation and are along the line of in
of this
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that terest peculiar to the people
.vicinity. He will return east to BaltiContain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the more tomorrow , evening, where he
sense of smell and completely derange will spend the coming year at Johns
the whole system when entering it Hopkins university and receive his
through the mucous surfaces. Such Ph. D. from that institution.
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do
Is ten fold to the good you can pos- COMMITTEE
sibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
Cheney & p., Toledo, O., contains no
REPORTS
mercury JkuR: Is taken Internally, actmuand
ing direct)yHpon the blood
cous surfacerof the system. In buy
on
ing Hall's JCatarrh Cure be sure you Majority Report of the Committee
Institutions.
and
Public
Internaltaken
is
Buildings
It
the
get
genuine.
Convention Hall, Nov. 4, 1910.
ly and made In JToledo, Ohio, by F. J.
To the President and Delegates of the
Cheney & Co.- Testimonials free.
Constitutional Conveeil&n.
Sold by all druggists. Price 75c per
We, a majority of your committee
bottle.
on Public Buildings and Institutions,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
respectfully report the following two

heater that
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wood equally well.

Come in and let us point out to you the
superiorty of the Coles.
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If it's Hardware

We have.t. &
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O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Franeisco StSanta Fe,
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NICK YANNl'S

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

SHOE SHOP
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ROOM

T. W. ROBERT'S

24

will

burn less fuel and
radiate more heat
than any other make
on the market.

Our line is composed of the celebrated
(Coles Hot Blast) which burns coal or

Whenever you want an easy sbave
As good as barbers over cave,
Just call on me at my salou
At morn or eve or busr noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit tbe contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen,
MyshoDls neat and towelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the tast and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS

Is the kind you get
f you buy from us.
You wilalso get a

J

Wholesale

LADIES

has

we-"- .

1

palaob,
AVE

HAVE YOU SFEN THOSE
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BOTH SPEED AND EFFECTIVE.
This indicates the action of Foley
Kidney Pills as S. Parsons, Battle
Creek, Mich., illustrates: "I have
been afflicted with a severe case of
kidney and bladder trouble for which
I found no relief until I used Foley
Kidney Pills. These cured me enI was
tirely of all my ailments.
troubled with backaches and severe
shooting pains with annoying urinary
irregularities. The steady use of Foley
Kidnev Pills rid me entirelv of all mv
tormer troubles. They have my high- - j
Raton peak and the corresponding egt recommendation." Sold by The
school
7.
Nov.
The
N.
M.,
Deming,
of rim Tock to the east.
Capital Pharmacy.
board awarded the contract for the levels
identification of the
Merties'
Mr.
to
buildine of the new High School
.
C
1

Incorporated 1903

Chairman.

j
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S. SPITZ, (Manufacturing Jeweler.

Established 1856.

More?

Study of Them Made by Raton Boy
Who Is Writing a Thesis for a Degree From J. H. University.

(Raton Daily Range.)
J. B. Mertle, Jr., son of Foreman
Mertie, of the Santa Fe blacsmith
shop, returned yesterday from Folsom
where he has been spending some
time collecting data for his doctor's
thesis which must be presented before his graduation from Johns Hop
kins University next June. The title
of his doctorate thesis will be "The
Lava Beds of Colfax county, northern
New Mexico," and the purpose of his
several weeks' visit to the county at
one.
this time, has been to make a thoryou
Together, oh, together together
ough
original investigation of the
and I,
Make roseate the darkest shades entire field, preparatory to the writing
of the thesis.
that fall;
warble
wild
bird's
Investigation has shown that four
We hark the
distinct periods of lava flow have
In the night bird's eerie cry,
Together, oh, together, that is all. occurred in this vicinity during the
ages past. These distinct ages of volcanic action are indicated by four layDeath of Healthseeker at Las Vers
of volcanic rock, separated by in28
years,
egasEdward Jackson, aged
beds of oal and sedimentermediate
Las
at
Vegas.
died in his apartments
Mr. Jackson came to New Mexico two tary rock, whose traces are still to
The
weeks ago from Nevada, Mo., for the be found in different localities.
oldest flow, if any traces still remain,
benefit of his health.
Cloudburst at Las Cruces Las Cru-ce- s will necessarily be found to be the
and vicinity report a cloudburst, highest lava capped elevation of this
this week. Arroyos were running full region, and the latest flow the lowest
and outside of the town limits a large as each succeeding period of thou
lake formed. A heavy fall of hail sands of years of erosion reduced the
general level of the surface and caushanked up the ice two feet high.
ed
each succeeding younger flow to
in
Collecting
Albuquerque Diligent
was dis-- serue 10 a lower level, me nrst, or
Fines Estevan Sandoval
charged in police court from a charge oldest period of lava flow is representor disturbing the peace.
Guadalupe ed by the lava crown top of Fisher's
Gutierrez and Fred Arkey were given j peak across the line in Colorado, the
trace of tne first flow left; the
the usual five days or dollars for
ing drunk, and Harry Hudson and W.- second is the most pronounced of all
F. Chesney received double that sen- four periods, represented by the
for vagrancy.
spicuous lava beds with
District Court at Las Vegas ''As it rim rock capping Johnson and Bart-i- s
now conceded that the constitution-- : lett Mesas: the third period by the
at convention will not complete its Yankee flow in the vicinity of Yankee
work this week, Judge M. C. Mechein and the fourth period by Mt. Capulin,
is preparing to go to Las Vegas from 40 miles southeast of Raton, which is
Socorro to preside at the November one 0f the most conspicuous
land
term of the United States district marks of the county, because of its
court, which is scheduled to begin typical formation and known recent
next Monday morning. The county activity. It is estimated that this
court is to begin two weeks later. youngest flow must have occurred
Judge Roberts expects to be able to within the past 500 or 600 years bebe in Las Vegas to preside during cause of the fact that volcanic ash is
1he entire term, which it Is believed.
to be found still uneroded from the
will be a long one, owing to the fact
sides of the lava rock and the sides
cases
of
civil
that a large number
of
the huge cone have not been worn
be
were not disposed of last spring
a few feet durcause Judge John R. McFie was call by rivulets more than
ed away to his own district. Several ing the period of erosion that has
of lava flow.1
interesting criminal cases are to be succeeded the last period
four
distinct
of
these
thickest
The
of
the
term
county
heard during the
lava beds has been found to be the
court.
oldest, represented by the cap rock
of Fisher's peak, where Mr. Mertie
CONTRACT FOR SCHOOL
succesAT DEMING AWARDED. has traced out as many as 13
sive flows, following each other at
The secMore Than Forty Thousand Dollars periods of short duration.
ond in thickness is the rim rock,
Will be Expended by Windmill
averaging 150 feet in depth, which to
City for New Building.
the tourist is plainly represented by

THSE ARE THE FINEST FOTATOES ON THE
MARKET .FREE., FROM FRCST AND GOOD
KEEPERS.

Excellent in; Quality.

ROUND

Josephine Foster.
Together, oh, together, we have climbed the heights of joy.
Have plucked the flowers blooming
by the way;
Have harked the wild bird's warble
Breezes whispering, roses coy
Together, oh, together, life was gay
Together, oh, together we have plodded paths of pain,
Have felt the thornthrust; fainted
neath the sun;
Clasped hands with bitter failure,
Wept with the midnight rain,
Together, oh, together, we were

FROM COLORADO

next week,

DAILY

TOGETHER.

TWO CARLOADS OF SELECTED FOTATOES

We will have a

(

THE

WEDNESDAY,

Weed
Lump

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAl! COAL YARD.
Telephone 85
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FRAN6ISC0 ST

s
Men's
(nailed)- Ladies' half soles - - - Rubber heels - - - - - FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.
--

half-solu-

Shawgos Parisian Cleaning and Dye forks"

75c
50c
50c

CLEAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMEN- TEQUIPMENT OOURTEQOS TREATMENT- ,

f

KERR'S

Phone

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

Red 132

Gentlemen's
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0. 0.

Hats Made New.

SHAWGO, Propietor

Plaza.

For 19 yeare the only

first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE.DE

BATHS

LUXE QUININE

BATHS

&

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

FITCH

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewlllbegladtocallfor your
aundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and B'ridays
All work is guaranteed; your
Bocks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.

it

f

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

In Caspar Avann

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

,s
flTT A I
thing
g'eates importance in medicine. Without it the
1 X
best etforts of the physician fail to produce the proper results.
That is the reason for our insistence in getting prescription drugs of finest quality, of tested purity. It is because of our n
carefulness in this regard that our label on a prescription is a guarantee of goodness.
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REAPING BENEFIT.

things fled from them into the thick
smoke, which hung over everything
like a pall. Through thickets of man- ranita and other underbrush, up the
almost precipitous sides of the canon,
the fire went by leaps and bounds.
They chopped huge logs which lay
across their trail, and rolled them
back from the fire lines.
A Test of Endurance.
Once, far back across a deep canon
up which they had struggled, fighting
the fire Inch by inch and step by step,
they looked back and saw where it
had broken out again, threatening to
get round behind them. Wearily two
of the rsngers retraced their steps
down the rough sides of the canon,
over logs and rocks, stopping at the
bottom long enough to lie down flat
in the little mountain stream that
came tumbling down to wet their
clothing and cool their burning feet
They whipped the fire out again,
and then the two tramped back along
line to make sure that It
the dead-firwas not getting across their lines
souiewhere else.
"Say BUI," asked one, "how would
a big, heaping dish of ice cream go
just about now?"
"Hush, you Idiot!" said his compan-

PAGE THREE.
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arches, the ranger sees many of the
wild things of the mountains. An old
From the Experience of Santa Fe
hen turkey calls to her brown brood
and if he steps softly on the thick j
People.
pine needles, be may watch them CONTAGIOUS TROUBLES
We are fortunate indeed to be able
OF RANGERS
scratching in the ground or dusting
to profit by the experience of our
themselves at the foot of some granite j Contagious Blood Poison more
The public utterances ol
tioulder. Or he may almost step on thoroughly permeates the system than
neighbors.
Santa Fe residents on the following
a small spotted thing lying snuggled any other disease. Its infectious virus
Fires Is His First
close to the ground with outstretched contaminates every corpuscle and
subject will interest and. benefit Fighting
tissue of the circulation, and for this
thousands of our readers. Read this
neck, its large, appealing eyes watch- reason its
and Most Important
symptoms are of a varied
statement. No better proof can be
The mother, a
ing every movement.
nature. When it enters the blood it
black-taileDuty
had.
doe, trots ipuuiring about is bnt a short time
until the mouth
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
the place, hardly daring to remain, yet and throat
to
the skin
ulcerate,
begin
am
N.
"I
M.,
some
if
very
she leaves,
Pe,
says:
grateful
harm becomes
fearing that
spotted, rashes and eruptions
BE fl NATURALIST
for the benefit I have received from
will come to her precious fawn.
on the body, sores and ulcers
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. For
The squirrels chatter overhead, and appear
break out, the hair falls, and freseveral years I had trouble from my
pelt him with cones as he strikes his
nails on hands and feet thickback and kidneys. It was hard for me Stories of Endurance and Courhatchet against the foot of a pine in quently
en and come off.
Mineral medicines
to do work on account of pains in my
home.
their
which they make
If he which
Are Typical of
That
the poison up in
shut
age
simply
movement
sudden
and
agloins
any
fights his way through a thicket of the svotem should be
Forest Service.
avoided, for when
willows to reach the little mountain such treatment is
gravated my trouble. My rest was
left off the old disdisturbed by a too frequent desire to
6tream that tumbles over its rock bed ease will break out
often worse
void the kidney secretions and the (By Will C. Barnes, In Youth's Comnear his work, the ranger may catch than before. S. S. S.again,
cures Contagious
were
and
bear
brown
a
a
of
passages
scanty
painful.
panion.)
scuttling Blood Poison
glimpse
and it does
Public statements given by local peo- ' It is'the" belief of
off through the brush. The wet trail so because it permanently,
thoroughly purines the
who
had used Doan's Kidney Pills
the
across
rocks
and
bruin
leaves
ple
that
the
forest
that
by extending
blood.
S. S. S.
with benefit, induced me to try them. service,
grass proves that he has been dis- I
connecting all the ranger staI goes into the
I found relief at once and by the time tions
bath
in
the
his
in
turbed
,
deep
daily
k 2a
and cutting
by telephone-linesand
I had used one box, my back was free trails
11? 1 circulation,
pool below the old stump, where he! R
drives out the
through the woods so that the
from pain. My kidneys are now nor- men may
of
comes to rid himself
tormenting
last trace of the
easily from one place
mal and I feel better in every way. to another,pass
swarms of flies and gnats.
forest fires such
great
destructive
I have great faith in the curative as swept over the northwestern states
A little lower down in the
ion.
germs, adds
powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
with
their
last summer will be made Impossirichness and
"Just think, we were down in Port- the inquisitive magpies,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 ble, and the country be saved
the land a month ago this very night, and beautiful black and white plumage and
vigor to the
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
Co.,
Buffalo, loss of millions of dollars' worth of left
half a plateful of the good stuff shrill cries, will follow him about in
and
New York, sole agents for the Unit- timber
the
and
noisy
the
equally
timber,
join
allows it to nourish the diseased por- annually.
when we had supper."
ed States.
to
him
for
in
pinon-jadaring
abusing
tions of the bodv bark in health
"Wish I had those leavings right
Naturally the forest ranger regards
Remember the name Doan's and
invade their privacy. In the fall, asS. s s ig pnrey vegetablei being
as the most important of now," said Bill, hungrily.
take no other.
his duties, and in warm, dry weather
At daylight fifty men were scattered he rides along, he can fill his hat with ma,e entirely of roots, herbs and
and perhaps searel barks, without a particle of mineral
is always keeping a sharp lookout for about the fire, tired, sleepy and hun- wild
the thickets, for and its
If you want anything on earth try smoke, in order to check
vegetable ingredients always
gry. The supervisor drifted along the a bear or two out of
incipient
a New Mexican Want Ad.
are very fond of the hasten the cure by toning up
the
conflagrations. Some indication of line with a packhorse loaded with these animals
to
the
which
falls
ground stomach and digestive members.
how large a part fire plays In his two "kyaks" full of canned tomatoes, ripe fruit
work, and at the same time an idea crackers, and other easily handled in showers when they snake tne trees. Home Treatment book and any mediHigh up against the side of the cai advice free to all who write,
of the diversity of his occupations, eatables, for men must eat, no matgreat mountain the ranger rides to! THE swift specific CO., Atunu G.
may be gathered from the following ter what the fire does.
He stopped long enough to throw a look after the sheep herds. Here above j
entries in the
very matter-of-fac- t
. db
on the lovely alpine ti
naof cans of tomatoes and a pack- timber-line- ,
of
of
a
on
one
the
couple
ranger
dairy
tional forests in the Cascade moun- age or two of crackers to the two meadows, the sheep men bring their
The formal claim of New Mexico
The rich,
tains of Oregon:
for their fiOO.O(K) acres is probably
rangers. Telling them to eat and ewes and lambs to graze.
furnish
mountain
succulent
grasses
on
down
came
more fortunate than would ordinarily
June 28, Sunday. Got up at five rest a little, and then
ewes with plenty of milk, and the be
o'clock. After breakfast rode up the line to a spring where camp had the
supposed for it puts the cont.ro
sumall
weeds
lambs grow like
verted
mountain back of cabin to look for been established, and coffee and more fittle
strip in issue in such a way
he hur- mer long. Ice cold springs or huge that congress
can hardly Ignore the
signs of fire. Nothing doing. Then food prepared for the fighters,
on
water
snow
furnish
of
every
banks
the
to
fire
the
on
his way round
demand which Hon. John H. Stephens
rode to forks of canon to count Jim ried
out
in
horse
the
his
hobbles
He
side.
To
has been continually making since
Smith's sheep into forest. Found herd others, equally tired and hungry.
deep grass and spends an hour lying 1902,
camped about two miles outside forest open the cans and refresh themselves on his
demanding that a joint comhis
with
glassback, watching
mission be appointed to go upon the
lines. Bear jumped camp last night; with their contents was not a long
mountain-sheeof
es the antics of a band
killed twoof his best dogs and sev- operation for the two men. Then, unground and remark, the original In a
!
high above him on a rocky
eral sheep. Helped men build coun- der the shade of a huge pine, they
permanent manner, thereby preventENJOY AUTUMN BY
domiwhich
of
the
peak
great
ledge
on the ground and slept.
The formal
ing any further dispute.
DRIVING THRU
ting chute and ran sheep through it. dropped
nates
the
landscape.
Two hours later another mounted
claim of New Mexico leaves but litCount all right. Took up bear trail
THE COUNTRY
man waked the sleeping rangers, and
Deep in a mountain canon near a tle doubt that Congressman Stephens
DUUUV.
It's the best route back to nature,
J
1
,
off to the spring. There, spring he finds a dead colt. It needs will be able to
tramped
they
get his commission apZl-lrand will imbue new life Into your
"""T
under a great tree, camp had been but little observation to show him that pointed by the next congress.
Mr
wearied mind. The most pleasure
'
some
of
mountain
of
this is the work
more dogs, Slept at sheep camp that pitched, and a hearty breakfast
Stephens has made a careful study ot
will be obtained by driving the
tomorcanned beans, bacon, strong coffee lion. He notes the spot, and
this matter and he thoroughly apprenight
STYLISH LIVERY
June 29. Left sheep camp at day and such camp fare, put them in shape row he will return with his traps and ciates, the importance of preserving
hours' work. some poison, and try to capture, or kill and perpetuating this line before all
We can furnish you. Our horses are light; smelled smoke all night. Climb- - for another twenty-fou- r
all equal to the trip and our car-jeto top of Bald Ridge. Plenty of Refreshed and rested, they struck oft the beast, for this, too, is one of his the witnesses are gone. At different
lower times I have had
nages ride with ease and grace.
smoke rising over timber eight miles toward the fire line to renew the fight. varied duties. Down on the
occasion to find and
Don't forget to secure your rig east of sheep camp. Started for For three days and nights these ranges his traps are set all the time identify all the monumentB on the
The super- for coyotes and timber wolves.
from us.
original line from the Pecos river,
smoke; swung around by cabin for men kept up the warfare.
vetIn one of the higher mountain peaks east and north on the boundaries of
water-bottl- e
and fire tools. Arrived visor in charge of the fire was a'
place, he finds two New Mexico to the northwest corner
at fire about ten a. m. Fire in old eran in the service, who had fought In a wet, swampynotes
the brands and of Texas and from thence east and
mountains. dead cows. He
western
over
the
fire
all
Too
on
mountain.
Beaver
slashing
WHIMS & RISING
earmarks, that the owners may be south on the boundaries of the Panmuch for one. Sent sheep herder On the brushy sides of the San
southern California amid told of their losses. A little of the handle to Red river comprising a dis310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Re. from camp nearby for help.
Fought
the volcanic peaks of the San Fran- botany he has picked up along with tance of about 700 miles, and in most
fire rest of day and night
parks his other accomplishments shows him instances it happened that I was the
June 30. Fighting fire all day and cisco range in Arizona, in the meashad
he
that their death is due to the pres- first to find the monuments after
Colorado's
of
mountains,
night.
We Have Built Up
d
arid ence of the deadly larkspur; and If their location. When the
the
with
lances
ured
1.
old
Job.
Same
boundaries
July
intimate knowl- there Is not too much of it, he spends were found, fences, wells and other
July 2. Fire out Boots burned beaten him. With anover
out
with
two
the
or
it
which
hour
an
of
cutting
the
country
Improvements were made along the
through. Had to go back to camp for edge
too large, line in such a
another pair. Left coat and vest hang- fire was raging, knowing every trail, his hatchet. Ifif the patch Is
way that the tramping
who
his
to
battle
his
will
he
supervisor,
report
of cattle and other causes loosened
ing on tree first day of fire. Hunted road and creek, he planned
wire
some
barbed
of
the will probably send
like a general. Every stroke
the soil and defaced and obliterated
j all afternoon, but can't find them.
swish of a pine bough, ev- to fence in the infested area, and thus the
monuments which otherwise
July 3. Found where I left coat ax, every
and every step taken keep the cattle from eating It.
would have remained in reasonably
vest Fire had been there, too. ery back-firj and
was part of a plan by which he hoped
good condition to the present day. At
j Nothing left but ranger badge and butHISTORY OF TEXAS
various times since 1886 I have had
tons. Last month's pay check in pock once more to conquer.
enBOUNDARY DISPUTE. occasion to revisit the monuments
et. Rode over across mountain to
Up and down the lines he rode,
along the boundary of Texas' since
cattle round-up- .
Helped the boys couraging the men, until his horse
could go no farther. Stripping his sad- It is Up to Lone Star State to Prove ranches have been included,
brand calves. Stayed with round-uand
dle from the weary animal, he hung
these visits convince me that the
outfit all night.
That New Mexico Errs in Its
Claims.
original monuments along the line are
July 4. Met sheriff on trail. Hunt- it on a tree inside the fire line, where
fast disappearing and many of them
ed all day for two men with bunch It was safe, and went ahead on foot.
the Amarillo, Texas, Nov. 9. Owing to are now beyond all recognition.
of stolen horses. Caught them at old Finally there came a time when
our Paint buslnes ty giving only the sawmill on Deep Creek. Sheriff and cleared line closed completely about the fact that so much interest is beIt is a peculiar circumstance and
ing taken in the boundary dispute one which may be of interest, that
best grades for a reasonable price, thieves stopped all night with me at the fire, and hemmed it in on all sides.
Back to the camp by the spring the between Texas and New Mexico, In the line on the east of the Panhandle
sttlon-i- r
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It
staggered, singly and in which the latter claims 600,000 acres has never been marked by a joint
Sunday-- Dld month'8 wash'
is made of the best White Lead andi Ju,y
down on the soft of Panhandle land, W. D. Twichel, commission and has never been
mend-coa- t pairs, there to drop
re
and
Wrote
up
Ing.
reports
apa
unMorm
colors, giving
ed wlre fe,nc around horse pasture pine needles, tired, dirty, hungry and state surveyor for Texas,, gave the proved by either government or forana
1
smooth-and spreading easily
sleepy.
following history of the line. There mally adopted in any way. There Is
Z
,
ly without streaks or spots. These wul
TTinHn
. lullingrr 1
Unwashed, uncombed and unfed, is perhaps no man in Texas better a line which has been placed on the
v.u alaDntna'
...v In r....n a.j rn
buu fire
...uuu.ud
colors will not fade in the sun, and
too much for him, the ranger hunted they lay sleeping in the deep shade posted on this subject than Mr. Twich- ground by the land surveyors of Texas
they cover a large surface. One coat
sheep herder at a near by camp for hours. Meanwhile two mounted el and his statement wilLbe read with and another line different in part
two
of
as
as
Is
other up a sent
of our Paint
good
him for help. Then, know- men carefully patrolled the line, lest interest over the entire state.
and
which was placed by United States
kinds.
or The recent action of the constitu
ing that every delay of a minute in the fire through some burning log
surveyors and these surveyors marks
e
tional convention of New Mexico have been recognized locally but they
the start meant hours in the end, he the rolling of a flaming pine-condown some hillside should jump across claiming 600,000 acres which has been have never been
went to work alone.
formally approved
For several hours he worked away, the cleared space and break qut considered as belonging to Texas is in such a way as to constitute the
evmen
until
remained
These
afresh.
not surprising for all who are familiar state boundary and they have1 been
cutting a trail through the slashings
and old treetops with his hatchet rak- ery possible danger of another out- with the facts know that New Mexico expressly repudiated by Texas and
Don't Do It Yourself.
has used her influence in Congress the United States every time a coning back the leaves and ground cover break was over. The supervisor sent
with his fire rake, making a trail the rest of his tired crew back to to prevent a joint commission from troversy arose over this line. In the
about three feet wide, across which their stations and paid off the hired remarking the line as originally sur- famous Greer county case Texas
he hoped the fire would not Jump. His citizens. His own horse, which he veyed and there could be no other pur- claimed to the 100th meridian as
main object was to keep It out of a was forced to abandon, was overtaken pose In that except to claim out to the placed on Meliches map which was
group of virgin timber some distance by the fire, and too weak to escape, mathematical 103 meridian which was originally referred to in the treaty
called for as the boundary in the
up the mountainside, and as he start- burned to death.
the 100th
But there are other duties which treaty between Texas and the United with Spain. This map places
ed his trail some distance back from
meridian quite a distance east of the
of
the
on
the
call
for
hard
work
part
States. Time has greatly assisted mouth of the North Fork of Red river
the fire, he made good progress. At
last, another ranger, who had also force. Trails must be built over which this claim by defacing the earth mon- or about 100 miles east of the true
seen the smoke from his station, ap the rangers can pass rapidly from one uments which were placed along the 100th meridian as placed on Meliches
peared on the scene, and later several part of the forest to another. Seeds line when the joint survey was made map, deciding the famous, case held
more, and many citizens hired for the must be gathered from the great pines in 1S58 to 1860 and it is quite possible that Greer county was a part of the
and other trees, by means of which that the identity of these marks will
purpose Joined them.
United States' and the west boundary
All day and all night they fought barren places in the forest may be need to be substantiated by men who was the 100th meridian.
Congress has
the fire from every point of vantage. reseeded. During the fire season a have some means of knowing where since
required that the true 100th
fire
must
for
lookout
Back-fire- s
keen
be
rakwere
were
Ii
kept
these
marks
trails
were
originally placed.
built,
meridian be established by the most
You are sure to make a blunder of
ed, trenches dug, and the fire' whipped signs. Each man has In his district Texas should fail to. properly prove accurate method and the result shows
It and maybe spoil something. Besides out where
can
he
go,
where
certain
high points
the original line it seems very prob- that the 100th meridian is 3,700 feet
possible with green pine
you will lose more time than you can boughs or wet sacks. The acrid, and with his field glasses sweep the able that New Mexico's claim will be east of the old initial monument on
afford in trying to clean or' press your pitchy smoke filled their eyes till they country all about him, searching for good. Th'e north and west boundaries Red river which local surveyors con
Their blackened the slightest signs of smoke. Soon of Texas haje been formally approved sidered the east boundary of the Pan;
own clothes, Send them to us and could hardly see.
faces were cut and crossed with little his trained eyes can distinguish be- In congress and by our legislature, handle. Since the old line varies tothe job will be done easily, quickly, canons washed in the smut by the tween the blue smoke curling up from but a recent survey by Arthur D. Kid
ward the east in running north from
thoroughly and economically. Besides, tears from their weeping eyes. Their the fire of some sheep camp or mln der and United States Astronomer Red river there will
be less difference
It will be seen by your friends that hands were smeared with pitch from er's cabin and the thick black smoke MacConnell indicates that there was at the north and the whole difference
timber.
comes
which
fresh-cu- t
from
some
orieinal
the
error
Includ
and
in
burning
the
lines
the
pine boughs,
it was done by a professional and not
would amount to 25,000 acres to be
There are days spent in the deeps ing about the quantity mentioned in
an amateur is not that worth some- soles of their boots were burned by
by Texas between the old lo
trees
the
of
for
the
forest, marking
the recent reports. This is perhaps gained
the hot ground.
and the line established in the
cation
thing.
"
to
his
lumbermen
With
cut
heavy the largest error which has been found
Down Into deep, dark canons they
Greer county case. '
fought the little line of fire, feeding hatchet, on the poll of which the let in the marking of state boundaries in
Julius
ters "U. S." are raised so as to stamp recent years, yet the error is not This represents a slight gain on
ceaselessly upon the leaves and
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
The deer and other wild them deep into the wood when struck unreasonable under the conditions the east for the heavy possible loss
by it he works through the timber, which prevailed at the time the sur- on the west However, if prompt
are taken, there seems no rea'
leaving here a tree for seed purposes vey was made. Carrying St. Louis steps
son why Texas should lose this 600,000
for the trees must be kept growing time
by chronometer acros the acres.
Every one who can should asthere a few that are not yet ripe country from St. Louis to El Paso
and suitable for cutting. Here he with the heavy train and equipment sist in pushing this matter for time
marks one which Is below the regula- necessary for such an expedition can Is fast obliterating the marks of the
tion size, but which shows from its not be compared favorably as a meth old survey on the ground and these
condition and growth that it has been od for determining longitude with marks are our only protection. The
stunted, and will pr6bably not grow the time transmissions over an un- witnesses who are' In a position to
more.
any
broken copper wire which were used show the correct location of these
Lumber and all kinds
Lump,' nut and
The lumbermen cutting under gov by United States Surveyor Kidder and monuments are not In a position to
of bvilding material '
ernment regulations may not cut any United States Astronomer ' MacCon- guarantee that they will live long
mine run coal
trees but those which the - rangers nell and when you add to this conve- enough to protect the state's Interests.
have thus marked. When the lum nient railroad transportation enabling
YA.RD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
bermen's work Is done, the ranger the observers to exchange places at
Sullivan House Sold "J. E. Myers
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL. DEPOT.
looks the ground over to see that either end of the cobper wire so that has purchased the property formerly
none but those marked have been cut the individual errors in the time owned by V. L. Sullivan In Rio Vista
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
,
As the marking is done low down on transmission could be ascertained with from J. D. Walker the owner. Conthe stump, the letters will show certainty, it will be seen that our sideration $1,700. Mr. Myers has tak,
for many years.
plainly
,
DELGAD0, Mgr.
present conditions are most favorable en possession and with his family will
s
'The Ranger a Naturalist.
to an "accurate determination of lonri- - make his future home In Carlsbad."
Sllpplng quietly through the shady tude and therefore the late determln- - Carlsbad Current
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Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School Id the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecoa Valley the garden
tpot of the West ut an e'evatloo of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, bat
Ittie raio or snos? during session.
Eleven Officers.and Instructors, all graduates from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
tjREGENTP E. A. Cahoon, President; W
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For particulars an! Illustrated catalogue
address.
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The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit al a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional

e

roller
bookcase made. Fitted with
with
without
units
furnished
or
bearing doors; base
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for. catalog 105 with interior
views showing arranmeot jojibrary .parlor, etc
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Charles W. Dudrow

Muralter, Tailor.

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
U8ING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 13 MONEY THESE DAYS
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Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches onf
Each additional line on tame stamp, 10c
One-lin- e
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e
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Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
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Ledger Dater month, day and year in
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the time is not far distant when conFRATERNAL SOCIETIES
ditions will very probably be reversed
as to relative voting strength in the
country and in the city of Phoenix.
HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
MASONIC.
A majority outside the city is for
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL. A. F. WALTER,
A majority in the city
Vice President. prohibition.
Editor and President
Montezuma Lodge No
is against prohibition, but the prohiJOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
1, A. F. & A. M. Reft
bition advocates believe they would
uiar communication!
Entered as' Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
have a majority of the total vote, befirst Monday of eacl
cause
local
a
.
in
.
a
.
.
mall
got
they
six
.$3.50
majority
months by
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
month a Masonic ha)
Daily,
25
election a few years ago.
at 7.30 p. m.
daily per week by carrier
2.00 option
year
Weekly,
per
They overlooked the fact that the
H. H. LORMAN,
Dally, per month, by carrier.... 75
1.00
.
months
six
65 Weekly,
population of the city is growing
Pally, per month, by mail
Acting Master.
B0
7.00 Weekly, per quarter .
of
much faster than the population
Daily, per year, by mall
the country. They also overlook the
ALAN K, McCORD, Secretary.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
fact that as a city grows in size the
Santa Fe Chapter No. L
Is
sentiment
for
generally
prohibition
B. A. M.
Regular '
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. K is sent to weakened for reasons not at presecond
Monday ol
every postoffice In the Territory, and has a large and growing cfrculatti i sent necessary to discuss, as we are
month at Masonic
each
mong the intelligent and progressive people ot the 3outhwesV
referring merely to the fact ' A few
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
years hence, when Phoenix has a pop8. 0. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
ulation of fifty thousand, the city vote ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
will geatly overbalance the country
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sheet
Certificate,
Agreement of Publisher. 4 sheet
Proof of Labor, 4 sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Property, 2 sheet
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property, 2
1--2

Th Oldest Banking Institution in
New Woxjo. Established In 1870

2

-Capital Stock , Surplus and Undivided Profits;

1--

sheet

Mining Deed. 2 sheet
sheet
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,

i.

.

The F irs

t

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

NOVEMBER 9, 1910.

$150,000
80.000

1--

transacts a general banking: business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on ail kinds of
sheet.
personal and Collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Coal Declaratory Statement with
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and eils
AfPower of an Attorney,
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
fidavit and Corroborating
sneer.
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as libera) terms
vote.
amaavii,
Santa Fe Commandeiy No
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
"The advocates of prohibition now
as are given by any money transtniting agency public or
1, K. T. Regular conclavt
Forfeiture or Publiuhmg Out of
insist upon the county unit as the
eact
in
h
fourth
Monday
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate ef three
sheet.
Notice,
J
basis of local option. If they sucHall at
Mfronic
at
month
Affidavit
Assessment
of
sheet
per cent per annum, on six months' er years' time. Liberal
ceed in making the county unit a
7:30 p. m.
Stock Blanks.
advances made on consignments ef livesitck anJ products.
principle of the 'constitution, they are
C.
J. A. MASSIE. E.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vensure to, see the time when they may W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
regret their energetic actions of the
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 26 Blanks,
present, for it is well within the pro2
40c
as is consistent with safety and the principles of seund bank-- 2
book.
per
babilities that the time will come ' Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
and
Ancient
of
Accepted
14th
when
the
come
soon
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
degree.
and
city
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
I
s
Phoenix would have the power under Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
public is respecfvilly solicited.
Bill of Sale Range . Delivery, 1 4
this arrangement to vote saloons into on the third Monday of eacn montfi
-nsB
rum
sheet
in
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existence in the country and in the at 7:30 o'clock in the evening
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MADE THE SAME MISTAKE IN
WOMEN MAY HOLD OFFICE.
NEW MEXICO.
yesThe constitutional convention
Colorado has made the same mis
terday afternoon in its action provid
ing that women may vote at school take as New Mexico is about to make.
district elections and shall be eligible jt raa(je jts supreme court elective
for the offices of school director and and this is lamented
by the Dem
county school superintendents did ocratic Denver Times as follows:
more to rehabilitate New Mexico in
"One fact has been developed in an
the eyes of the nation than it has with impressive way by the campaign just
any other action thus far taken. The closing which merits consideration
argument of the conservatives that when partisan inflluence has disap- Tuey UO HOI WHIR lilts HUiucu ui lui-!
from public thought Tomor.
households to be polluted by mingling Peared
on the bench of the
a
vacancy
fre-j'
will
women
that
with the class of
of
tins BtaU is to be fillCourt
but
the noils, was
of the candidates tor tnat
untenable, as untenable as the argu- ed. One is a
Republican, the other
ment that no woman should be terri- vacancy
Democrat.
a
is
They are both admitoil
coal
or
assistant
torial librarian,
sound
be
to
in
ted
lawyers; the chief
or
stenographer
Inspector, or clerk,
a convention like that in session now advantage of Judg. Gunter consistin Santa Fe for fear that they might ing in several years' previous service
be polluted by mingling with the as a Justice of the Supreme Court and
are an extensive practice in the several
kind of men that occasionally
elected to office. If women have the divisions of the Federal Court. But
brains, as one delegate said, to milk it is a defect, and a grave defect, of
the cows, care for the baby, feed the our system of electing judges that our
brute (her husband), conduct business decision is reached, not through p, deand to accumulate property on which liberate consideration of the judicial
she must pay taxes like any roan, she acquirements of the candidates, but
will be able to take care of her purity almost exclusively on account of their
and womanliness at the polls.
political affiliations. We need in our
It is a mistake to believe that the Judges the highest knowledge of the
clause in the Article on Elective Fran- law; the possession of a natural, juchise adopted yesterday afternoon and dicial temperament; an inflexible inwhich says: "Except as otherwise difference to popular clamor and parreprovided in this constitution every
special, influence; a fine
male citizen of the United States shall tisan, or for
of equity; and
the
verence
;pirit
office
hold
to
any public
be qualified
respect
in the state," will exclude women from the consequent professional
before
of every lawyer practicing
holding public office, such as territofor our judges
rial .librarian, assistant coal oil in- their courts. We get, of law and
a
a minimum
spector, clerkships, notary public, or instead, of
and we will
maximum
politics,
for
the
officer
qualifications
any other
characteristics
Which are not specifically prescribed. continue to get those
of elecThis clause merely guarantees to until we devise some method
male citizens the right to hold office, tion, or appointment, that is entirely
considerations
perhaps, as against the day when divorced from political
women will have the upper hand and and campaign controversies."
will say that poor, innocent man ought
Similarly a dispatch from New York
not to pollute himself by going to the says:
"That it is the common underpolls to mingle with the bad elements
that are apt to congregate there. For
standing in the legal profession that
Ne- seats on the supreme court bench are
Instance, the supreme court of
braska was recently confronted with bought in the guise of campaign conthe knotty question as to whether a tributions, and that even $180,000 has
woman was eligible to the office of been paid for the ermine, was the
county treasurer, notwithstanding the declaration made by Frederick R.
fact that under the constitution and Coudert, of Coudert Brothers, a firm of
laws of the state she could not vote hieh standing at the New York bar
for a candidate for that office. In the and of international fame. Mr. Coudert
election of 1909, the opposing candi- said: "I do not believe that justice is
dates for treasurer of Cherry county, sold in New York, but I know that
n

well-mea-

ErnNeb., were Gertrude Jorden and
judgeships are.
est B. Quible. Quible was already "'That debasement of the supreme
then In office, but his fair opponent court bench through the system of sereceived the majority of votes cast, lecting men not for their eminence in
and at the proper time took the oath the legal profession, but because they
possession, are organization men and can be of
of office and demanded
which was refused on the ground of service to that organization, presumably is one of the worst features of
her ineligibility.
The lady then instituted mandamus our civic life. It is thoroughly well
to compel delivery of the official para- understood in our profession that the
Is
phernalia to her. The state constitu- only way to a seat on the bench
tion only gives the general right of through the good will of a political
suffrage to male citizens. A statute boss.
" 'It also is thoroughly well underof the state adopts so much of the
common law of England as is appli- stood that seats on the bench are
cable and not inconsistent with the bought, not outright, perhaps, but
federal and state constitutions and through the guise of campaign contributions made by the candidate himstatutes of the state.
Judge Ross, delivering the opinion self or by some friends of the candiholds that under the common law date.
women were entitled to hold adminis"'I have heard of cases and it Is
trative offices of which they were com- common talk among lawyers in
petent to discharge the duties, and which $60,000, $100,000, and, I believe,
that, as there was no question raised as high as $180,000, have been paid for
as to relator's competency, she was en- seats.
titled to hold the office, notwithstand"'With this condition existing it is
ing her ineligibility to vote for her- easy to understand the disgraceful
self.
state in which our courts are today.
Judge Letton specially concurring The organization judge must take care
In the conclusions, doubts the correct- of organization men, and so it comes
ness of the right of a woman to hold about that the enormously profitable
. such an office under the common law refereeships and receiverships are
of England; but takes the position given to men merely because they
that, owing to changed conditions In stand well with the organization."
this country, the right should here be
granted, Irrespective of ancient cusTHE GORED OX.
tom or common law.
It is a favorite maxim of the every
Judge Fawcett dissents, saying that, day philosopher that human nature
If a woman is eligible to such an of- averages
the same everywhere,
fice as that Involved, she is just as whether it be in New Mexico, in Abyseligible to the office of governor, and, sinia or in China, that the same prowhile agreeing that many women blems, the same fallacies, the same
than
would make better governors
tendencies have existed since Eve
some of the state has had, he thinks
tempted Adam with an apple. The
not
It rests with the legislature, and
Arizona Constitutional Convention is
with the court, to specifically declare
through the same contortions,
their eligibility, and that no one going
should be allowed to hold an office evolutions and convulsions as that
who cannot vote for a candidate for It at Santa Fe, is meeting with the same
The case Is reported in 125 North--; problems and must listen to the same
western Reporter, 619, tinder the title arguments. Says the Arizona Republican:
state ex rel. Jordan vs. Quible.
'The efforts of the Democratic
in the constitutional conven
It is a hard lot to be the mayor brethern
which
to frame a constitution
tion
meaa
with
of a
city
will be acceptable" to prohibitionists
ger income and at the same time to and
liquor interests alike are among
nurture ambitions of making somenatural
sequences of a campaign
the
of
out
the
a
more
than
village
thing
in
which
prohibitionists and the
on
every side by
place. To be met
to
stood shoulder
Arch"
"Royal
be
to
refuse
who
citizens
indignant
Democratic ticket
the
for
shoulder
to
refuse
who
for
taxation,
.assessed
and the undying principles of the inipay foadand poll tax, who demand
to
tiative, referendum and recall.
improvements but are unwilling
"The task presents its own difficulto
make
sufficient
is
for
them,
tot
however, and the heat already
ties,
pessichronic
a
official
,
the average
engendered is an expected result
mist and knocker.
"In several of the counties during
late campaign, it appeared to he
the
with
believes
The El Paso Times
belief on the part of both the
fixed
a
the New Mexican that while many
and their opponents
prohibitionists
Mexico
New
eastern
left
have
people
of "direct legislation'
the
that
plan
season
of
the
account
on
dry
this year
the
others are rapidly coming in to take would work to the destruction of
their places, and these late arrivals 'other fellow.
are citizens who have come prepared "And as to the existing controversy
to stay. Portions of Texas have un over the details of local option, it
the rampant
dergone the same experience and it appears, as usual, that
is a problem that solves itself with prohibitionist and the- - rampant saloon
man are again alike in one particular
the passage of time.
each is declining to look beyond
The election returns are their own the point of his own nose. For ex
comment and for each district and ample, in the application of the local
each state the comment is different
option principle to Maricopa county,
"

.
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Bill of Sale,

sheet.
villages.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
"The people of Buckeye, for illustraHandle Animals Bearing Owner's Retion, would deeply deplore and
corded Brand,
JOHN W. MA YES, 32.
sheet
auwhich
a constitutional provision
Venerable Master
Authority to Gather, Drive and
thorized a law to force saloons upon HENRy F STEPHENS, 32.
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
tnem against ineir win.
Recorded Brand,
sheet v
Secretary.
in
as
the
in
future
the
"Now, and
de Partido,
Contrato
pllego.
past, the ownership of the gored ox
Escritura de Renuncla,
pllego.
B. P. O. E.
cannot always be dropped from conDocumento Garantizado.
pllego.
No. 460, B. P. O. E,
Fe
Santa
Lodge
sideration.
Hlpoteca de Bienes Muebles,
" But this is only one of the many
nnd
We(lnesday of eact pllego.
Documento de Hlpoteca,
pleasant features of the initiative and , month Visiting brotners are !nvltet
pllego,
a t insnTTim
referendum. It is .a fine thing to
Documento
Garantizado.
extensa
,mo
make your own laws until your J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler forma entera, full sheet.
y Certiflcado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
neighbors aiso go into the law makSecretary.
uno.
ing business in their own special interests."
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
of
Pythias.
Knights
Execution Forcible Entry and De
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights oi talner, 4 sheet
WHO SUFFERS MOST?
Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Pythias.
sheet
Subpoena,
The Clayton Citizen unwittingly Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
J. P. Complaint, '.A. sheet
calls attention to one phase of the O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
Capias Complaint, 4 sheet
penal system of New Mexico and other ing Knight's Invited to attend.
Search Warrant;
sheet
states that will eventually demand
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
School Blanks.
It
a
and
8.
K.
R.
attention
remedy.
STAUFFER.
K.
JOHN
general
Enumeration Form, 2 sheet.
is true, nothing ought to to be writTeachers' Certificate,
sheet.
leten in the Constitution that would
Contract for School ' Teacher,
families
their
and
for
convicts
gislate
sheet.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
but neither should anything be preTeachers' Term Register, full sheet
state
scribed that would hamper the
Contract
between Directors and Tealegislatures from applying the resheet.
chers,
desas
that
such
condition
LAW
AT
a
for
ATTORNEYS
medy
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
cribed in the following paragraph:
Certificate of apportionment , of
"Helena de Maes of Clayton, apSchool Funds,
sheet.
peared before the board of county
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
a
and
in pitiful plea,
commissioners,
Attorney-at-LaTeachers' Monthly Report, 4 sheet
asked for aid for herself and . four Santa Fe,
New Mexice
District Clerks' Annual Report,
children; Rosabel, aged 9; Amelia,
and
months,
aged 7; Carlos, eighteen
Land Office Blanks'
Chas. R. Easley.
Piedad, aged three months, on ac- Chas. F. Easley,
Homestead
sheet
Entry,
Fe.
Estancia.
Santa
count of the imprisonment of her husAffidavit,
& EASLEY,
EASLEY
in
the
Manuel
penitenMaes,
band,
'.
sheet.
Attorneys-at-Latiary for larceny of horses. She
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
states she has no relatives and canfull sheet
WILLIAM McKEAN
not leave her children alone while
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
she earns their living. The board
full sheet.
Attorney-at-Lagave the woman a pension and who
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico Applicant,
pays the pension? The taxpayers, Taos,
full sheet
of course. And who paid the cost of
Deposition of Witness.
the prosecution of Manuel Maes? The
sheet
,
E. C. ABBOTT
full sheet
taxpayers also. So the heavy burden
Proof,
Yearly
Attorney-at-Lais laid on us all. Let
of wrong-doinFinal Proof.
sheet
Practice in the District and Suthe punishment be ever so light or
Contest Notice,.
sheet
careful
and
Courts.
Prompt
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
ever so heavy it comes onto the tax- preme
given to all business.
sheet
payers in proportion. And the poor attention
New Mexico
Affidavit of Contest Against Non- wife and children must suffer and be Santa Fe,
Resident Entryman,
sheet
deprived of proper support all because
G. W. PRICHARD
Notice of Intention to make final
a man prefers to avoid hard work and
sheet.
proof,
take a chance at making a getaway
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaAdditional Entry,
sheet
on horse stealing rather than to do the
Practice in all the District Courts
320 Homestead Entry,
hard, honest work he could do and and gives special attention to cases
doubtless is doing now in the peni before the Territorial Supreme Court sheet
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
tentiary. The pitiful part 01 tne piea Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
plicant, full sheet
is that the wife and children are thus
sheet
Relinquishment,
punished by the sins of the father,
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Township Plats, 4 sheet
who is in no danger of cold or starvaAttorneys-at-LaTownship Flats, full sheet
tion."
General Blanks.
Practice ii the District Courts as
Bond for Deed.
well as before the Supreme Court of
sheet
should
Fe
of
Santa
Property owners
Bond of Indemnity, 2 sheet.
ihe territory.
were
note that several thousand trees
New Mexico
Las Cruces,
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
received in Albuquerque last week
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
out.
The
set
Albuquerque
will
be
and
Official Bond, 2 sheet
RENEHAN & DAVIE3
Tribune Citizen says: "Albuquerque
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
"
E. P. Davlei of
will be a truly 'city of trees.' There A. B. Renehan
Mortgage, full sheet
Attorneys at Law.
isn't a town or village or home In
Application for License, 2 sheet
imnot
be
in
Dis
would
Practices
the Supreme and
New Mexico that
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
proved in appearance or made more trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Notice of Conveyai.ee,
sheet.
attractive by the planting of shade specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Certificate of Election,
sheet
Santa
Mexico
Fe
New
and
easiest
cheapest
trees. It is the
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
way for Santa Fe to become a City
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
sheet
The Board of Trade has
Beautiful.
C. W. G. WARD
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
set
in
commendable
example
a
given
Application for Marriage License,
Territorial District Attorney
ting out and caring for long rows 01 Foi San Miguel and Mora Counties
sheet
and
shade trees on various streets
sheet.
Certificate of Birth.
Las
New
Mexico
Vegas,
avenues and for resolving to follow
Certificate of Death,
sheet
the
in
making
a well prepared plan
Butchers' Shipping Notices,
EDWARD
and
WADE
C.
streets that lead to the depots
sheet .
Attorney-at-Lathe cemeteries shady boulevards.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
v
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond, 4 sheet
Another batch of twelve Laguna trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Court and before the U. S.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Pueblos has been rounded up for Probate
Surveyor General and V. 8. Land
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
indiscriminately
game
slaughtering
Offices.
Letters of Administration, 2 sheet.
and in violation of the game laws. Las Cmcea
New Mexico
Administrator's Bond and Oath, 2
Next year hunting parties will not be
sheet
so popular among New Mexico InLetters Testamentary, 2 sheet
R. W. WITTMAN
dians as they were in the past An
Declaration in Assumpsit,
Draftsman
exchange says v,ery tritely, however:
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
"A member of the mounted police
Copies furnished of records on file
Satisfaction of Mortgage, 2 sheet
of
southwest
the
in
in
S.
part
V.
Office
the
last week,
Burveyo' General's
Assignment of Mortgage, 2 sheet.
arrested
rounded
.
and
up
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
the territory,
.
sheet
Lease,
twelve Apaches who were hunting ilLease of Personal Property, 1not
and
long
very
Time
was,
legally.
PROBERT A COMPANY
.
sheet
ago, when the entire mounted police
Chattel Mortgage,
Investments
sheet
of
chase
force would have had the
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
Lands, Mines, Bonds A 8tocks.
their lives to have caught one Apaehe
Power of Attorney,
sheet
Money Loaned for Investors.
and the chances are they would not
We
of
have
for
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage, 2
stocks
sale
general
a
even
kill.'.
or
have made a catch
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and sheet
other Business Opportunities throughReplevin Writ 4 sheet
In Kansas there are 15,000 hoys out Taos county.
Replevin Affidavit, 4 sheet
in the agricultural classes organized
Bank References Furnished.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint
in the public schoolB to teach them Taog . .
t
New Mexico sheet,
how to make things grow. This is
Warrant, 4 sheet
more Drofltable than wasting the7
sheet
Commitment,
STANDLEY G. 8MALL, PH. G. M. D.
boy's time on the baseball diamond
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
&
Physician
Surgeon.
or the fotball gridiron. .It may help
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Office
117
Ave.
Palace
to explain why Kansas prospers, des
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
Attachment Summona'as Garnishee,
pite its political vagaries. Fifteen 2 to 3 p. m., and
.
by appointment.
thousand boys in this neck of the
sheet
Residence
225 Hillside Ave.
woods being taught how to grow
Execution, 4 sheet
Red
43.
Phone
things would help Santa Fe and sur
sheet v
Summons,
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet
roundings mightily and incidentally
JOHN K. STAUFFER
the new state would not regret supSheep Contract 2 sheet
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
porting schools that taught both boys
Public
Notary
andN girls the rudiments of agriculOffice with the New Mexican Printsheet
Appeal Bond.
ture as applied to New Mexico
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
ing Company.
;,
New Mexlot
sheet
Santa Fe,
Appearance Bond,
Masonic Hall, south side "of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
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PALACE HOTEL

2

2

1-- 2

1--2

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

1-- 2

2

2

1-- 4

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Samplej
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

1

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

Tlere Is a Room Ready For Yon At

The Glair Hotel
THE BEST .TO BE FOUND IN SANTA FE

1--4

It has been completely renovated
and every room is steamheated
with hot and cold water, and a bath
can be had any time you order it.

2

....

1--

1--

2

Non-Miner-

1-- 2

Prices European Plan,
J C. DIGNE0,

$1 00 Up

Proprietor.

2

1-- 2

g

1-- 2

....

1-- 2

L

Sarviitf

o

1--2

1--

COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
Li

WP &TP

i

supper ready to eat and you will net have to
Ourlncreaslng patronage la the
wait.
beat proof that we merit yonrs.

THE HOTEL CORONADO

G.LUPE HERRERA
Proprietor

2

1-- 2

RATES

1.00

A DAY

AND WE

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

1--

1-- 2

1--

1--

2

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA

TTE,

NEW MEXICO

The only 'first class Hotti In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest A best CAFE In

the City to connection with Hotel.; First class service guaranteed,-Nicsample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men. Give as a trial If yon want first class service.

1--2
2

.

Oorner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave,

WM. GREGG Prop.

2

2

4

1--4

New and Complete Line of Dress Goods

1-- 4

1--

2

DRESS SILK, TRIMMINGS, etc
TAILOR MADE SUITS
EVERYTHING

IN

E

WEARING APPAREL

2

FOR HER AND FOR HIM.

1--

1--

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO 1

1--

,

--

1--2

-t

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

'

1--

1--

ells Fargo & Company
Express ,?-'-

General Express Forwarders.

4

1-- 4

4

1--

1--

4

4

1--

1--8

2

1--2

AHPafts of theWofld.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fergo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS',,
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Cscsda. Hexic.
and all Foreigr Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH,

I D. BARNES. Aaent

WEDNESDAY.

NOVEMBER 9, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

E, N.

the refailed, has requested
of $10,000.00 held
lease
of
the
deposit
PERSONAL MENTION.
by the Territory and Superintendent
of Insurance Jacobo Chaves has toP. B. Sturees of Alhiiniiprnne 01 day requested the Territorial Treasurer to withhold the same on account
an arrival in town yesterday.
r.ane Kemmgton or Los Angeles, is of the unsatisfactory condition of the
here calling on contractors.
X. R. Frankenburger, a merchant of National Fire Insurance Company of
Hartford, Conn., which is to assume
Espanola, is at the Palace.
J. I Panek, a tourist from Union all the liability of the Shanee.
Yeomen Sued,
Springs, Ala., is at the Claire.
William Smith, a business man of
Papers have been served upon SuLos Angeles is at Gregg's hotel.
perintendent of Insurance Jacobo ChaDelegate and Mrs. J. H. Canning of ves as attorney for the Brotherhood
Carrlzozo are registered at the Palace. of American Yeomen of Des Moines,
A. M. Emerson and H. M. Brown are Iowa, Suit is brought by Martin C.
Denverites registered at the Palace. Eslick of Roswell, N. M. to' .recover
Mrs. James L. Seligman, who has $1000 on a contract covering' disabi'
been quite ill for several days, is
lity,
Postoffice at Elephant Butte. ,.
The Rev. Jules Deraches has return-Mrs. C. M., Wells has been named
ed from Chamita and reports that
postmaster of the new postoffice esFather Sleux who has been seriously tablished at Elephant Butte. The esis
much better.
ill,,
tablishment of an office at the little
Juan Venanclo, a Pueblo Indian town with the big name is the first
from Santa Ana, Sandoval county, who
step towards the building of a city at
is often employed as an interpreter, the site of the
big government dam,
is a visitor in the city.
whose population will be, as soon as
Pablo A. Sena and family of Rowe, construction
work is in full stride, in
San Miguel county, are guests of Dele the
of 2,000 people. It
neighborhood
gate Atanacio Rolbal and will remain 13 no longer "the site of the big dam"
in Santa Fe for several days.
or Just an ordinary unadorned "butte"
The clergy of the Santa Fe Deanery It is
Elephant Butte, N. M.
held an ecclesiastical conference this
morning at the Cathedral's rectory, CELESTINO MEDRANO IS
the Very Rev. Antonio Fourchegu,
KILLED BY WAGON.
vicar general, presiding.
Miss Florence Missimer, a graduate
nurse, who has for several years been Three Year Old Tot Meets Death
This Morning While Playing in
at the head of a department in St.

M.
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000.00
Does a General Banking

Easiness

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN,

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

Asst., Castier

,

;

'v.'

How a

"T"1HE way to figure the cost tr vnil nf a
..... ....
It .
carriapH. a I.....,.. . Beet
',
JL
Is to hgure the cost per u;irne4
ycr as I.uiig as
If a farm wagon, for
example, that costs you !0
the
tiiat
of
waeonis fti 1() a vlar
if another wairon costs nnlv tsfi
.
,u
ana
require I0 worth nf .,u.
ou is 6 a year, at least.
Which is tha cheaper?

"
NEW MACKEREL
FRESH BONELESS CODFISH
HOLLAND HERRING
NOW
IMPORTED SMOKED SARDINES
IN STOCK
SARDINES IN OLIVE

.

OIL- -

Also Hotel Choice

Mushrooms.
Small Button.
U

PHONE
No.

O

26.

lAIIMr

P.

PA

PHONE
No. 26.

Galisteo

juuK6 s

nospitai, New York City, ar
rived in Santa Fe last evening and
will spend the winter with her friend
Miss Conrad on Galisteo road.
Ernest L. Blumenschein, the New
York portrait painter, who has been
spending some time in New Mexico
painting, was in the city yesterday on
his way east Mr. Blumenschein is a
great admirer of New Mexico and es
pecially of the Rito de los Frijoles

FOR RENT
3

,

STOREROOMS

Three store rooms on San Francisco Street.
Just completed; excellent location.
APPLY TO

O.

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

Real Estate

Insurance
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Surety Bonds

19 San Francisco St.

Pnone. Red So. 189

PATTERNS IN LINOLEUMS
DAVENPORTS, PLUSH AND
LEATHER
LINE OF PRINCESS DRESSERS
WOOL FIBER RUGS

Mew

See Us Before Buying

$23,293.48

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

i

EXPERT EM BALMERS

&

canon.
Mrs. Mackle and her daughter Mrs.
Homines, mother and sister of Fred
fliackie who died Monday after a
lingering illness, left for their home
in Chicago this morning. They accompanied the remains of Mr. Mackie
which will be interred in Chicago.
"Judge H. L. Waldo, who accompanied his daughter, Mrs. A. T. Rog
ers, Jr., to Kansas City last week,
passed through Las Vegas last even'
ing, on Santa Fe train No. 9, on his
way to Santa Fe. Mrs. Rogers and
baby will remain in Kansas City until
after Christmas, as guests of Mrs. H.
L. Waldo."
Las Vegas Optic.
G. M. Xyons who had the contract
for building the new sanitarium has
finished his work on that beautiful
structure accompanied by several of
his employes, Mr. Lyons left yesterday for Roswell where he has the contract for the new building to be erected at the New Mexico Military Institute, and expects to spend eight
months in Roswell.

(Continued

.

FUNERAL

DIRECTORS.

today that Deputy Warden
Jr., of Capitan, Lincoln county, arrested Frederick Bieter
for having killed a wild turkey. Jus
tice of the Peace Newton Kemp of
Capitan fined Bieter $50 and costs.
Territorial Superintendent

ABOUT NOV. 10th, we will move into the
room vacated by the Claire Cafe. We will
have a large and varied assortment of

-

Blankets

-

-

Baskets

-

Santa Fa Trail Curio Company
THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all size8,--ra- w
lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
860.00
acre.
are
to
These
8175.00
and highly improved,
per
ideal homes ready for you.

x

-

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
LARGE
AND
SMALL

IF

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- ernmeut land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
;
invited to correspond with us.
IN NEW

YOU NEED ANYTHING

MEXICO,

RANCHES.
LARGE
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

Abstracts of Title
Realty Matters

SHH

.

Papers

Legal

Rents S Collections.

Do not delay until afier the Are
NOW is the TIME to take out

that

REALTY

& INSURANCE AGENCY.

PAY:

:

SIBDCl
u u u

the incorporators and directors are
Sylvester Kipp of Knoxville, Tenn.,
180 acres; Byron S. Kipp and Virgil
S. Kipp of Socorro, 10 shares each.
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Studebaker
Agents
inch deencr

running from the heei f one
The Sludebcker Patent Tn,
5t,io
8 tr'
OMCrasn,,aVi:!!5 to ll.o
greater than the
.m...

behind

Z
.'

Am! soon point by point feature
ttj
s
win a. hi to the dura- .......II) IIIIII (OIII! IHO"ia.
OI the Sm!..i:,L,.r I.
uvei iooKe.1.
you wonder that it lasts?
it'" W""ler Il,at " is Ilie waS' w'' a reputation

ynu cannot afford to buy a -- cheap' wagon, when.
,or so nine.
.in; o,
It is poor economy ;o lie
constantly payine out
for
money
J
repair bills.
(.et a Studebaker and save money.
Come in and let's talk it over.
..

s,r,f
'

uUi-stt-

;

Io

Wk
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Santa Fe Hdwe. & Supply Co.

Street.

Celestino Medrano, the three year
old son of Felipe Medrano, met death
at about 10:30 o'clock this morning
while playing near a garbage wagon
on Galisteo street.
The wagon was driven by Pablo Archuleta whose attention was attract
ed by several children to his left. It
appears he did not notice that little
Celestino had taken hold of the spokes
of one of the wheels on his right
and before he could stop the horse,
the wheel had struck the youngster's
head, causing a fatal injury. A phy
sician vwas hurriedly summoned but 88
May 94
the child died from injuries received
Corn Dec.
May 48
An inquest is being held this after
noon by Justice Rlcardo Alarid, DisOats Dec. 313-8l-May 34
trict Attorney E. C Abbott represented the territory. The testimony In ' Pork Jan. 17.57
7
May
troduced shows that the accident was
unavoidable.
Lard Jan. 10.40421-2- ; May 9.90.
Ribs Jan. 9.321-235- ;
May 9.10
12
Resolutions.
LIVESTOCK.
has
Whereas, Divine Providence
seen fit to call our Esteemed Banker,
Chicago, Nov. 9. Cattle Receipts
Market weak to shade lower.
Neighbor Fred W. Mackie, from his 25,000.
earthly abode to the better home be Beeves $4.507.55; Texas steers $1.10
yond, and
(S5.50; western steers $1.106.75;;
whereas. Neighbor Mackie, as a stockers'and feeders $2.355.65; cows;
member and officer of Santa Fe Camp and heifers f 2.256.40; calves $7.50
oi 10.25.
Woodmen
Modern
No. 13314,
America, and a friend of each of its
Hogs
Market
Receipts 29,000.
members, has endeared himself to all ten lower. Light. $7.708.05; mixed1
of us:
$7.558.20; heavy $7.358.20; rough
Be it reso(ved, That we bow our $7.358.55; good to choice heavy $7.55
heads in sorrow, at the death of our 8.20; pigs $7.257.90; bulk $7.75'
friend and neighbor,, yet remembering 8.05.
that God doeth all things well and
Sheep
Receipts 45,000. Market!
that our beloved dead is now with weak to ten lower. Native $2.504.20, '
the just and loving heavenly Father. western $2.604.20; yearlings $4.30
Be it further resolved, That these 5.40; lambs, native $4.756.60; west-- ;
resolutions be spread upon the min- em $4.756.50.
utes of our camp, a copy mailed to Kansas City, Nov. 9. Cattle Re-- '
the bereaved parents and son, and a ceipts 14,000 including 600 southerns.
copy furnished the regular press for Market steady to ten lower. Native
steers $57.25; southern steers
publication.
H. S. LUTZ,
6.25; southern cows $2.754.50; na-- l
E. ,T. MAXLEY,
tive cows and heifers $2.756.25H
ARTHUR E. P. ROBINSON,
stockers and feeders $3.505.25; bulls
Committee, $3.254.50; calves $48;
western
steers $45.75; western cows $2.75
00.
BIG GAME TOMORROWNIGHT
Hogs
Receipts 6,000. Market ten
AT ARMORY HALL.
to fifteen lower.
Bulk $7.908.15;

Santa Fe, N. M.

Wholesale Si Retail
Dealers in

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"

461-2o--

8

l--

8
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THE STORE OF QUALITY.

16.-4-

1--

i

j

$4;

-

There will be a game of basketball
Armory hall tomorrow, Thursday night between the High School
and Company F of the National Guard.
Both teams have been practicing up
for this event and it promises to be
a hot game. It will start at 7 o'clock
sharp and Harpld Stephens, captain
of the High School team, will see that
seats.
Professor
everybody gets
Bowlds will referee the game. The
line-u- p
for Company F has not yet
been decided upon. The following is
for the High School team:
the line-uForwards: Howell Erylen and Wallace
Fiske; center, Ralph Smythe; guards:
Ensle Sherman and Harold Stephens,
captain ; substitutes, Jose Diaz, Eun
gene Harvey, John Roberts and

at the

heavy $7.908.05; packers and butch--i
ers $88.15; light $8.108.20.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 15,000.
steady to ten lower. Muttons $3.50
4.25; lambs $56.40; fed wethers and
fed western;
yearlings $3.504.75;
ewes $3.253.90.

some one

"the

has callled our .store

home or

reliable

good.S" and

WE RATHER LIKE T4HE SoVHD OF THE
PHRA.SE. IT DEMONSTRATED To VS
THAT OUR EFFORTS IN SUPPLYING .THE
PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY WITr D-

Ependable merchandise
been in vain.

have not

we believe we have made good,
anyway, we , stand behinde the
coodswesell, we back them with

a guarantee that means something
a dollars worth for every'
dollar or every dollar back
our fall and winter suits (the
kirschbaum all wool policy garments) we believe the best to be had
in the united states for the prices
we

are

making.

leaders that are leaders and

values that speak for themselves
AT FRoM'$

0,00

1

TO

$20.00

SUIT.

FORM FITTING, SHAPE RETAINING AND
THE LINING WILL PLEASE.
THE FINISH WILL PLEASE. THE FIT AND
STYLE WJLL DELIGHT YOU.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

p

Dill-ma-

Kinsell.

SOFT

MARKET REPORT

Military Reservation.
s
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes to
WOOL MARKET.
day received from ' the Secretary of
St. Louis, Nov. 9. Wool higher;
the interior word that the President
will declare 6,560 acres in McFarland ordinary and western mediums 23
24; fine mediums 2021; fine 1213.
canon, in the Capitan mountains, LinMONEY AND METALS.
coln county and partly In the Lincoln
New York, Nov. 9. Lead quiet 440
forest, a military reservation for the
use of the artillery of the New Mexico 11450; Standard Copper easy spot
'
Dec. 12.4512.60;
National Guard.
Silver
55
of
Stock,
Shipments
New York, Nov. 9. Call money 3
E. E. Van Horn, inspector of the

THE PRESCRIPTION

CLERK

must know his business thoroughly
when putting up a prescription,
A COMPETENT

Red SS b4 km
your orders delivered

Hi

Te'ephue

The following m suggested fc tine thirsty
cool and inviting

PHARMACIST

m something

CINttER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
AH feimks

puts up our prescriptions.
The Ingredients are full strength,
fresh, and of the best standard
4
Prime mercantile paper 51-- 2 makes. In case of sickness you make:
Mexican
dollars 47; Amalgam- no mistake In having your prescrip6;
ated 687-8-;
Atchison tions put up by us.
Sugar 1167-8- ;
102; Great Northern pfd. 126; New
York Central 114
Northern Pacific 1171-8- ;
Reading 151; Southern PaTHE CAPITAL

76

Cattle Sanitary Board has returned
from Stanley southern Santa Fe coun
ty where he Inspected a car of horses
shipped by William Valentine to Santa
Fe, Illinois. Tomorrow a car of cattle will be shipped from Stanley to
1741-8- ;
cific 117
Union Pacific
Kansas City. . .
Steel ,781-4- ; pfd. 1171-4- .
Withdrawal of Deposit Refused
The Shawnee Fire Insurance Com
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND flIBS.
pany of Topeka, Kansas, which re
Wheat Dec. Successors to 'Stripling-BurrowChicago, 111., Nov. 9.

PHARMACY
s

udt from

filtered water.

HENRY KRICK. Proartetor

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
.

Santa Fe Water

AND

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R. V. BOYLE Mar,
CL&RE1D0H

POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

PAY.
and
NIGHT

Call 3fc- Operation
-

Light Company

laid

FRESH
EGOS everyMsy
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottea. umckena
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed ob clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis (terms nor Ptomaine polsonlnc.
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING.

& Co.

24 Hour Electric Service

We ae Agents r&SKii
r

ic

2

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room ly Catron Block Santa Pe, N, M Tel Black

.

The Socorro Title Abstract Company filed Incorporation papers today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The headquar- I ters are at
Socorro, the capitalization
xne
?5,0W) divided into BOO snares,
subscribed capital is $2,000. The
statutory agent is Byron S. Kipp and

"
'
Wc Arc the

7--

INSURANCE POLICY.

FE ABSTRACT.

of Pub-

lic Instruction J. E. Clark today received the Bchool census of McKinley
county which shows that outside of
about 3,000 Indians of school age, it
has 793 persons between the ages of
5 and 21, a gain of 53 over last year.
Notary Public.
Governor Mills today appointed Pablo A. Sena of Rowe, San Miguel
county, a notary public.
Election Vouchers,
Jaffa
Territorial Secretary--Nathahas a large number of unclaimed
checks due election and registration
officers who have failed Jto return the
vouchers sent them for signature.

Incorporation.

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

tANOHES,

L. Bryan,

McKinley County School Census.
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qualities of Studebaker wagon
curZ 'Z
. . .
1.
ii me material that itocs into them
y mey are made.
hW.lebak.jr farm wagons have axles
thn

"

United Sntcs Gove rnment and probably SO
,
greater than the ordinary aRon.
he htudeoaker hulu
re large in diameter1
iu.niMi.iig a proper lounrtation for the spokes.
i iey are treated with a secret solution which
ureatly
adds to their weather resistine oiialiti...
The Studebaker scope shoulder
spokes one of the 1
Moiest improvements ever nwde in waenn h..il.lin
of ,nni inu
carry the lareest
.mo. i ,ey aie
otlier spokes
are weakest.
The .Studebaker patented round-edctires are ml :tUicd anH
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to the offices of school director and
county school superintendent.
C. M. Compton, who is making a
record for making more speeches than
anv other two delegates put together,
said that he draws the line at women
The Lamp with Diffused
holding office. He believes that woman's sj.here Is higher than that of
should always be used where several
beiug an office holder, that she is
purer and better than men and
people sit, because it does not strain the
should not mix into politics. He adGENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
eyes of those sitting far from it.
mitted that the woman school super--,
The Rayo Lamp is constructed to give
intendent of Roosevelt county has
1910
1st
In
effect
(Read
Sept,
Up)
Down)
(Read
the maximum diffused white light. Every
been a very efficient official but in12
20
2
STATIONS
value
19
1
Miles
sisted that Roosevelt county's gain has
detail that increases its light-givibeen the loss of Portales which missa in
included.
been
has
pm
4 00
Lv Des Moines. N. M...Ar
0
7 30
es her activity as a teacher. It was
The Rayo is a
8 50
lamp. You may
4
7 40
Kumaldo
not woman's work to travel in all
3 30
11
05
Dedman
pay $5, $ 10 or even $20 for other lamps and get
3 15
16
. 20
Capulln
Muds of weather over the lengths and
but you cannot get
a more expensive container
3 05
20
35
,
Vigil
a better light than the Rayo gives.
2 45
breadths of a large county.
25
50
. ..
Thompson
S io
2 25
31
Ounninuuam
This season's Rayo has a new and strengthJ. W. Childers pleaded: "For God's
42
9 35
155
shade-hold...Clifton House N. M
ened burner. A strong, durable
1 30
T.v
49
sake give the women some rights in
Ar ... Haton. If. M
in 00
to keep
and
on
firm
shade
true.
the
Easy
keeps
0
.Lv
Ar 10 15
this country, give them a chance to
2 30
Raton, N.M
7
Ollfton House N' M.. .. 9 49
polished, as it is made of solid brass, finished
8 47
show what they can do for the chilIn nickel.
48
9 32
3 07
gPreston
8 55
55
dren, the nation and civilization."
3 45
Koehler Junction
Once a Rayo User, Always One.
E. F. Field astonished the conven9 05 ....
2
3 35
Koehler
1'Ooifax
68
Lytp '12. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound? We can
8 20
4 15
tion with a scholarly and logical as
Dealers Everywhere tf not at yours, write for descrfpttvt
8 02
76
Oerrososo
4 43
furnisn positive proof that it has made many remarkable
circular to the nearest agency of the
well as eloquent plea for the right of
82
Ar
Lv 7 46
Oimarron
...... 5 00
Lv
6 35
women
5 10
to
Oimarron
Ar am
office.
hold
His
was
after all other means had failed.
cures
oration
Continental Oil Company
6 27
Nash
6 18
a classic and proved that New Mexico
6 17
6 28
(Incorporated)
Harlan
Women who are suffering with some form of female
94
6 00
6 45
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
has another Demosthenes who speaks
Ar
CTlllujp.ngllJllLH, ljJi)HiUIllllWtPWJflHiWHI'.MW
pm
pm
seldom but when he does talk knows
illness should consider this.
what he is talking about. He said that
iOonneot9 at Colfax with K. P. A 9. W. Ry. train both North and'South.
tion introduced by Cuniff of Yavapai there was a time when it was contendAs such evidence read these two unsolicited testimonial
3ta$ for Van Hoateo N, M, meets trains at Preston X.IM.
county, was a most encouraging sign, ed that women would be contaminated
N. M., at 9:00 a. m, daily except
letters.
We guarantee they are genuine and honest stateStaffs leavas tjte Park. N, M., for iSllzabetlitowa,
downfall
SPARKS.
CONVENTION
which probably foretells the
as clerk, or stenographer,
ty
serving
Sundays, Fare i ou oue way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baBKaxe carried free.
facts.- of
ments
s
lu the convention, or teacher or In
of the
for the south at 11 ;11 p, tu. arrives from the
O. & S. train leaves Ds Milnes, N,
any other capacity
The
others.
and
led
by Cuiff, Feeney
outside of the home, but woman has
South at 4;38a. m.
C'resson, Pa. " Five years ago I fcad a bad fall, and hurt
Interpreter Or Flz, is developing an proposition introduced by Cuniff had demonstrated not only her equality
a doctor's care for nine weeks,
myself
inwardly. I was under
of
transthe
M.
F.
VAN
J.
unusual lung. .He is kept busy
HOUTEN,
WILLIAMS,
for its purpose the hampering
E. G. DEDMAN,
worse again. I sent for a bottle of
but her superiority in so many fields
I
when
I
and
stopped
jrrew
of
Anglo-Saxoto Spanish courts by preventing the issuance
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M,
lating from
mat require energy, devotion, enthus
Superintendent
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, took it as directed,
and vice versa, until his mustache injunctions under certain conditions. iasm, brains, that it is Idle to
now I am a stout, hearty woman." Mrs. Ella E. Alkey,
and
argue
curls under the pressure of forty We believe the action of the conven- i:hat she should not vote or should not
Pa.
Cresson,
pounds of steam.
tion in turning down this proposition held office. It would be a shame, a
TVash.
"A year ago J was sick with kidney and
Baird,
warm
approval disgrace, if New Mexico should deny
will meet with
bladder troubles and female weakness. The doctors gave me
"The person who can doubt, after throughout the territory. The people this right to her womanhood which
up. All they couid do was to just let me go as easily as possible.
reading of the doing of the constitu- of Arizona desire a government stands as high as that of any other
ASK FOR TICKETS
I was advised by friends to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
tional convention, that the Democrat- which promises freedom and safety commonwealth in
every attainment
Compound and Blood Purifier. I am completely cured of my
ic party is the party of the people and for every property interest and indi
The amendment offered by Mr. Canand I am nearly sixty years old." Mrs. Sarah Leighton,
ills,
Mexico
New
in
want
this govern ning was adopted.
the Republican party,
vidual, and they
"Wash.
Baird,
at least, the party of the interests, is ment strong enough to back up and
J. W. Childers moved an amendindeed obtuse." Roswell Daily Rec enforce every violation of law, wheth ment to .Section 7,
like the above is abundant showing that the
Evidence
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
authorizing the legord.
er by corporation or individual. The islature to provide for a direct pri
all
in
Points
and
New
Douglas,
derangements of the female organism which breed all kinds
courts muBt be left unhampered as a mary law. He made a speech against
of miserable feelings and which ordinary practice does not
Mexico
and
to
conthe
and
The New Mexico constitutional
Mexico, Arizona,
means of protection for property
the convention system and advocated
vention has set most of the other for the preservation of every guaran- sending to the
are the very disorders that give way to Lydia E.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
cure,
penitentiary any one
states an excellent example by mak- - teed right of the individual citizen."
who violates the primary laws. He
Pinkham's
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence"
Vegetable Compound. .
ing the terms of state officers four Bisbee Dally Review,
declared that he did not believe In
except in
Women who are afflicted with similar troubles, after
years with no
slate making although he had helped
9tt
El Paso &
certain cases where a continuing poli-- j
System
in
work
while
the
in
often
and
Texas,
Be Careful, We Want Statehood.
reading two such letters as the above, should be encouraged
cy is decidedly to the public benefit."
had in his vest pocket the list of canto try this wonderfully helpful remedy.
The Arizona Democrat continues to didates the convention would nomi
El Paso Herald.
show a feeling of uneasiness concern- - nate later. He said that
eastern New
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Cuniff and Feney got a good set- - ing the result of the constitutional Mexico demands the direct
has been the (standard remedy for
primary
Compound
back yesterday when they attempted convention. The only cause for alarm and its people are opposed to special
No sick woman does justice to
ills.
female
to tie the hands of judges in the mat- is that something may be included
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
for politicians.
privileges
ter of issuing injunctions. Twenty-on- in the constitution which will lead to
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
The amendment was rejected.
For Rates and full information address
has thousands of cures to its credit.
Democrats and eleven Republi its rejection by the president or conNestor Montoya offered an amend
women
cans stood by the courts and the ef gress. If the .delegates to the con- ment that the
2fcMrs. Pinkham invites all sickShe
elections
be
general
EUGENE A. FOX,
has
to write her for advice.
fective enforcement of law in Ari- vention are wise they will not run any held biennially beginning with the
of charge.
health
free
to
thousands
zona." Bisbee Daily Review.
guided
risks now and place In the constltu- Tuesday after the first Monday in
G. F. & P. A.
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.
November, 1914. When told that this
El Paso Texas.
.
was
Richardson
exactly right tloWo,
Judge
matter is covered in another clause,
when he asserted that fifty thousand
"T"
he withdrew his amendment.
Wlliams Ben
for town and state must precede
-""
"ic
8
dollars a year should be cut from the 'Tc Z
The article on elective franchise sacrifices for the nation.
Wynn C. Watson
which
will
come
salary list of the state officials as wlth statehood
was then adopted as amended and the We are told
Zalazar Elisello
times in the year
following the adoption
many
compiled by the majority in the con- committee rose to report to the con- that the
In calling, for" these letters pleass
of the nation is in the
hope
vention. The salary for justices of ul "ul couBiuuuon.
vention.
state
whether "advertised" or not
schools.
Let's
there,
public
begin
Democrats
The
of
is
too
court
the convention
the supreme
high good
The convention adjourned to two
E. C. BURKE,
in the matter of state flags. Let
then,
men could be secured for half of that are under pledge and promise to their o'clock this afternoon
without finally every state
Postmaster.
school
every
encourage
six thousand; the trouble would be to constituents to put into the constitu- the article on elective fran- within its borders to own and fly a
select from the big bunch of candl- - tion a provision for airect legislation, passing
chise. No evening session was' held
side with the Stars
TO AND FROM BOSWEL- ldates. Roswell Daily Record.
(but this should be such a provision as had been contemplated but many of state flag side by state
The
and
flag is the con
Connection mafle with Automobile
j that will not
permit sections of clas- - the delegates assembled in the con- creteStripes.
symbol of state pride. As it files line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
"The constitutional convention did sea to become annovine with fads In vention hall last evening to listen to
weh in killing the proposition of which the general public are not in- - election returns which were Inter- it will excite .first curiosity, then Inter Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosest. It will suggest state anniversaa. m. and arrives at Rosvuuiii. io ue iutj uaiius ui mc tuui to. terested
spersed with local telegrams to sev-er- ries; state history and tradition will well at 8:30
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
The vote oi Cocnise county was aivm- much
that
provoked
delegates
litwas
there
the
campaign
During
(limnine-hamAn tho nrnnnslHnn
crop out, and our boys and girls will Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
le sentiment displayed for the recall amusement, laughter and applause.
grow up with a lively conception of and arrives at Vaughn, at 6 p. m. The
Ellinwood, Parsons and Sims stood by
the past glories and eminent citizen- fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
the courts, while Bolan, Feeney, Con- - ana certainly none lor a recaw provi-nellOn such is $5.80 and between Torrance and
of their commonwealth.
Bradner, Roberts and Tovrea sion that would reach the judges of
HOTEL ARRIVALS ship
a foundation it will be easy to build Roswell 810. Reserve seats on autostood by Cuniff, the author of the ul- - our courts and defeat the statehood
efficient patriotism.
mobile by wire. J. W Stockard.
proposition 63." Bisbee program and because of this danger
such a recall should not be included
Palace.
Raily Review.
Sincerely yours,
iin the constitution.
ETTA V. LEIGHTON,
George Beck, Danver; Earle RePrincipal.
There has been a vast number of mington, Los Angeles; L. P. Eldridge,
It is to laugh. Having been con--1
N
'
V
Valley Falls School, Valley Falls,
vinced, against their will, that the propositions offered in the conven- - Colorado Springs; Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Bert Malcolm, R. I., Oct. 26, 1910.
Constitution being prepared by the tion which have no place in organic Canning,' Carrizozo;
Colo; V. L. Firman,
convention would he adopted by an, law and all those should he rejected Walsenburg,
LETTER LIST.
overwhelming vote, some of the Dem-- ; and left for the consideration of fu- Pennsylvania; N. R. Frankenburger,
TICKET8 AND RESERVATIONS AT
Espanola; B. L. Blumenschein, New
ocrats have decided that it will he a ture legislatures. Bisbee Daily
CITY OFFICE IN
able document, but the Demo- - view.
York; J.- - M. Cunningham, city; J. L.
List of letters remaining uncalled
crats are responsible for all the good,
House, Tucumcarl; A. M. Emerson, for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
features! This decision is undoubted WOMEN AT SCHOOL ELECTIONS. H. M. Brown, Denver; E. L. Carr, Bos- M., for the week ending November 5,
NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
ton.
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ly sound Democratic principle."
If not called for within two weeks
'
cos Valley News.
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they will be sent to the dead letter
or
(Continued Frorn Page One.)
R. Mann, El Paso; W. Galles, Las office at Washington:
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Anderson, Gov
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BOXES FOR THE BRIDE'S CAKE

MASSAGING

Coma In All Shape and Sixes, and
Praotloally at Any Coat
to Suit

Care of the Face and Nails of Little
Avail If This Important Feature,
la Neglected.

The statement that It la not what
Is done, but how It la done, that
counts, verges on the trite; but It Is
particularly applicable In the little
things that contribute toward "a pleasant time for wedding guests.
A wedding cake is po longer kept
tor weeks and weeks; it is cut into little pieces and Bent or presented to the
guests and friends of the happy pair.
Just how to give this in an attractive
form Is sometimes a question that
clamors for its answer In the rush of
the last few days
Boxes can now be purchased at stationery departments of any large store
and the accessories are within the
reach of the majority of brides.
There Is a charming little circular
box that looks like a miniature wed
ding cake. When
tied with white
ribbon or with the

Women are beginning to realize the
Importance of beautifying their eyebrows and understand now that to
'manicure the nails and massage the
face for youthfulness avail little If
such Important features as brows are
neglected.
Massaging the brows and applying
tonics must be in the dally routine of
most women, and those to whom nature has given pretty shaped brows
must take care of them.
In care of the brows there must be
a special brush. One with bristles no
stiffer than those used on a young
baby's head is the kind. When the
brows are luxuriant and sufficiently
dark In color, it behooves
keep them so. Morning and night she
snouia put a arop of sweet almond
oil or glycerin on her fineer tin and
rub the finger over one brow, repeat
ing me application for the other. Then
she should stroke them for two or
three minutes with the brush. This
treatment nourishes the hair follicles.
Just as the scalp is toned by similar
applications, and brushing of course
acts as it would on the hair on the
head. It may be worth while to state
that without this treatment brows
which are black and pretty may be
gray and wiry at the age of fifty.
I know one girl who
improved her
eyebrows by using a paste made from
the yolk of eggs and sulphur, to which
6he added a, few drops of sweet almond oil. This paste she made from
a teaspoonful of the raw yolk and Into
which she put powdered sulphur, as
much as a small pea. A teaspoonful
of sweet almond oil, stirred in drop by
drop, made the paste thin, and this she
spread on her brows every night The
paste must be kept in the refrigerator
when not In use. for the keeDinz mart.
erties of egg are delicate. In the
morning the girl massaged her eyebrows with almond oil, the rubbing
consisting of stroking the hair over
and over again with an oily finger. The
strokes were made the same way, that
In which the hair should grow. This
oil was finally wiped off.
When brows are so long they ar
unruly it Is not wise to clip them, fot
by cutting the hairs develop the quail
ty of bristles. At night they should b
pasted to the head with gum arable oi
bandoline. Such a sticky paste can be
made from two tablespoonfuls
ol
quince seed gently simmered in a pint
s
of water for
of an hour,
When cold the liquid will be sticky.
This mixture should be strained while
hot It is stroked on the brows while
the unruly hairs are held in the line
they should stay In until dry. A few
weeks of such treatment will main
the face more attractive-anthe brows
win not grow bushy.

silken cord 8

that

reflect the color
scheme
of
the
decorations it In
well worth having. The ends of the
bow are gathered into the tops of
tiny silver bells.
Perhaps the
box of
white Is more appropriate. This
should hold a
piece of
cake, and the top of the box should be
tied down with broad ribbon, fastened under a rosette. Square forms
are always good. The addition of a
card with the best wishes of the
bride and bridegroom Is a little personal touch that Is well worth while.
Through the knot of ribbon a spray
of asparagus fern can be slipped. It
lasts for weeks and gives the fresh-nes- g
that is desirable, especially for
boxes that are to be sent away
,
through the mail
To the friends who are
present
there can easily be given a spray of
a
leaves with.
blossom from the
decoration of the
table or rooms.
Tied with a gold
or silver cord, a
long, narrow box will hold a fresh
sprig o flowers. People like to carry
with them some part of the festivities.
The mania for souvenirs still prevails.
Of course, the custom of having the
cake cut by the bride herself can be
heart-shape-

heart-shape-

d

d

easily
observed,
for during the reception following
the small nlecen
can be boxed and tied by a special

THE

EYEBROWS

three-quarter-

COOKING THE APPLE

HERE THE IDEAL LUNCHEON FLOWER

VARIOUS

Diet of Italian Laborers Has Given
a Valuable Idea to One
Housekeeper.

Made by Cutting the Background
Away From Paper or Canvas Borders In the Bedroom.

"Watch the luncheons of Italian laborers If yon want pointers on Ideal
hot weather meals," said a domestlo
science teacher whose windows overlook a street where many Italians
have
been
recently
employed.
"Every day at noon I settle myself at
a window and watch each man as be
opens his lunch package.
"Nine out of ten of these luncheons
are made up of some fresh green
thing like lettuce or radishes or perhaps tomatoes, with brown bread and
cheese.
What could be better than
this viewed from a scientific standpoint? The brown bread and cheese
give nourishment and the fresh,
green vegetables provide the refresh-

One of the newest Ideas In room
decorations Is the flower frieze. The
walls of the room are colored or papered cream or a delicate green, and
then an applique of flowers Is put up
Just below the cornice.
This applique Is made by cutting
away the background from the pattern
of a canvas or paper frieze, giving the
design the appearance of bold openwork embroidery.
A very sharp pair
of scissors must be used,and it does
not at all matter if the frieze be cut
into short lengths, so long as It Is
Basted up carefully on the wall so that
the joinings do not show. The design
should not be "conventional," but of

WAYS IN WHICH
MAY BE SERVED.

IT

Black Caps Was the Name Onee
Qlven to Them When They
Were Baked Stuffed Apples Recommended.
Black Caps. An 'old name for apples baked in their skins wsh "black
caps." A recipe printed in 1734, one
of "Five Hundred New Recipes"
there have been five hundred new
recipes a year ever since is as follows: "To make black caps. Take a
dozen of good pippins, cut them in
halves and take out the cores; then
place them In a right Mazarine dish
with the skins on, the cut side downwards; put to them a very little
water, scrape on them some loaf
sugar, put them in a hot oven until
the skins are burnt black and your
apples tender; serve them on plates
strew'd over with sugar."
Sweet apples used to be the favorite and almost the only kind of apples
baked, that is, in some parts of the
country. Old orchards in New England alwava
had a
v. .
apple trees, including the great pound
sweet which was used for cider apple
sauce, made with boiled cider; but
sweet apples are not so common in
the "Ben Davis belt" Sweet apples
need no sugar and their skins always
turn dark when tbey are cooked.
They are eaten with milk. "Baked
apples and milk" were once considered one of the special delicacies of
the fall season.
To bake cooking apples, sour ones
of course, whose skins do not readily
caramelize or carbonize, has now become quite a universal and much to
be commended way of cooking this
uniquely wholesome fruit. If apples
are baked slowly their skins will be
almost as soft as the inside and the
juice around them will jelly.
Baked Apples. Select four nice,
Arm apples and core. Fill each with
sugar and a few nut meats chopped
and a pinch of cinnamon. Put a little
hot water In pan and bake until tender. There will be a little sirup after
they are done; add a little of this
to each apple and serve warm.
Wade Apples. Wash and core four
apples and fill them with chopped
nuts, dates, sugar, and a tiny bit ol
butter. Put them In a baking pan
with an inch of water and baste every
five minutes while baking.
Stuffed Apples. Wash and core
four good sized apples, stuff with
chopped walnuts and raisins, add
sugar, and put a piece of butter on
top. Put in pan with little water
and bake in a moderate oven. Serve
with cream.
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Muslin is always dainty for children's dresses, made up like this they
are comfortable to wear, and easy to
wash and iron. The bodice has a small
yoke of lace with several small tucks
made in the muslin below the lace.
The skirt is gathered, and both are
attached to a waist band that is covered with insertion: the wristbands
of the bishop sleeves are made to
match.
Materials required: Five yards 27
inches wide,
lace
18 Inches wide, 1
yards insertion.

KEEPING

THE

SLATE

The Injury

j

Done to Gunn

j

j

Allow two level teaspoons of baking
powder to each cup of flour when no
eggs are used.
Small papier-machtubs are the
best "dishpans," if you have fine china
to be kept without a chip.
If a turkey or chicken is rubbed inside and out with lemon It will make
the meat white, Juicy and tender.
A strip of emery cloth tacked to a
small square board will be found useful for quickly sharpening the carving
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PRETTY

IS

green-staine-

lf
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FRIEZE

pretty effect is got by carry-tothis idea out all through a house,
"The tomato Is bitten into as you
would eat an apple or a pear. In the choosing a different flower for each
other hand the luncher holds his slice frieze. One room has a frieze of purof brown bread spread with cheese, ple pansles, another of bunches and
but alternates bites from each hand. tendrils of vloleta, another of golden
The melon he cuts in crescent shaped daffodils or michaelmas daisies. The
pieces with his pocket knife and flower chosen for the frieze is repeatgnaws the pulp of each piece close ed In the pattern on the hangings, the
down to the rind. Of course, it lsnt chintz on the chairs and on the toilet
ware.
cold, but what does he care?
Cream enamel or
"The lettuce is not separated Into
leaves and eaten little by little, not wooden furniture looks charming in
at all. The young Italian workman a flower room, especially when the
bites into the head of lettuce Just as tiles on the washstand and around the
he did Into the raw tomato and grate match the color of the flower
munches the leaves slowly, as he frieze. Any enterprising woman can
takes occasional mouthfulB of the carry out this idea herself, using a
paste for the paper made by mixing
brown bread in his other hand.
"Once In a great while the care of flour Into a pail with cold water, and
some mother, sister or wife Is evi- then pouring boiling water slowly on
denced by a little bowl or cup of cold to it, stirring all the time till it thickmacaroni or spaghetti, but this is a ens.
The rule Is fruit,
great exception.
fresh green vegetables amd brown
CHILD'S MUSLIN DRESS.
bread and cheese."
ment.

Be sure to iron garments with the
straight of the goods and thus prevent
stretching of the bias seams.
All woodwork and furniture to be
treated to a coat of white enamel
should be sandpapered first that a
streaked effect may be prevented.
If you have splashed ink on a maCulinary Hints.
desk try this: Dilute half a
hogany
SIMPLE AND STYLISH
A teaspoonful of ginger In two galof oil of vitriol with a
lons of cider will, It is said, keep It teaspoonful
tablespoonful or more of water and
sweet for several months.
apply with a feather or soft brush.
When frying mush. It Is said that Then
wipe the spot with a damp cloth
slices
first Into the white after the stain has been taken
dipping the
out
of an egg makes them crisper.
A few allspice are an Improvement
.
White Bread.
to stews, thick soups and gravy. They
Almost every one who uses dry
give almost the same flavor as if
wine had been added.
yeast stiffens the sponge the evening
The best kind of a flannel for a
Vegetables cooked In a steamer are Before. Here Is a recipe I find excelfomentation is a piece ol soft old
actually more nourishing than those lent in summer. Save the water from
blanket, old flannel answering better
boiled potatoes at noon, mixing In
boiled In the ordinary way.
than new. Remember always to dry
If gelatine must be softened quick- about one cup of mashe 1 potatoes and
the patient's skin carefully after recup of sugar and one yeast
ly, pour cold water over the gelatine, one-hamoving one fomentation and before
and heat over boiling water until it is cake. Cover and set away until next
putting on the next.
dissolved.
Then add lukewarm water
morning.
A cooked potato is excellent as a
roots
boiled in plain water, until you have one quart of liquid and
Celery
means of cleaning and whitening the
chilled and dressed with French stiffen with flour until it will drop
hands. The potato should be cut in
dressing, make excellent and cheap from spoon. Let stand until it doubles.
half and rubbed over the backs and
winter salads.
Put two
of flour in bread bowl,
fingers after they have been soaked
hollow out and pour in sponge with
for a minute or two in warm water.
two tablesfoons of Bait and lard size
Potato should be used in this manner
Elackberry Brandy.
of walnut. Knead well, let raise twice
Instead of soap.
Put the blackberries in a preserv- and divide into four loaves; let raise
If the hands should have become
ing kettle or stone jar.' set inside a again and bake for one hour. Do not
much stained with ink they should
larger Jar or pan of water, and sim- think
is spoiled in morning, as
mer until soft. Strain through cheese it will yeast
be rubbed with lemon juice. Should
have fomented. Chicago Tribcloth wrung out of boiling
this fail to remove the stains a good
water. une.
Measure the juice, and to each quart
plan Is that of adding a little pearl
allow two tablespoonfuls ground
ash to water and dipping the hands
Nice for Luncheon.
In the solution, rubbing them well
clove, two each of mace and allspice
and four of ground cinnamon.
A cheese and rice dish that Is nice
with a piece of flannel until the marks
Tie
the spices in thin bags. Boil the for luncheon Is prepared by cooking
have disappeared.
Care must be taf
Juice with
rice in equal parts of water and milk
ken to avoid washing them with soap
pound sugar (granulated or loaf) allowed to each quart, and when tender adding some grated
for some time afterward or the spots
and all the spices for 15 minutes, stir- cheese. For a cup of rice measured
will reappear.
ring and skimming. When cold add before cooking use about half a cupA good toilet water for summer use
a pint or half pint best French ful of the cheese, or enough to give
can be made at home of an ounce of
strain the spices and bottle, the dish a strong cheese flavor. To
brandy,
r
of
19
ounces
orange-floweglycerin,
make the dish more substantial the
sealing the corks.
water and a quarter of an ounce ol
rice and cheese may be spread In a
powdered borax. This is simply mixed
thick mass over the bottom of a platby pouring the ingredients into a bob
Cream 8law.
Here Is a
costume in a style
ter and poached eggs nicely seasoned
tie so that It Is only three parts full, suitable for simple tweed or
Into a saucepan put
f
of a with pepper and salt may be pinched
cloth; the
and then shaking it well. A little ap- skirt is laid serge,
in flat plaits turning from tablespoonful
of butter, two tableupon It. Worcestershire sauce is an
plied to the face and hands will pre- the front.
spoonfuls of sugar and one cupful of appetizing accompaniment.
vent a shiny appearanoe in hot weathThe semifltting jacket has a velvet vinegar and heat to the boiling point.
er and will not Injure the pores like
collar, and revers that are faced with Rub one level teaspoonful of flour
powder.
Peas With Eggs.
to a paste with two tablespoonfuls of
striped silk.
Peas are delicious when served as
Coarse straw hat trimmed with vel sour cream, add one beaten egg and
six tablespoonfuls more of the sour a filling for an omelet but they are
Crocheted Whip for Baby.
vet.:
when .they are comGirls who can crochet or knit will
Materials required tor the costume: cream. Pour over this carefully the also palatable
hot
bined with scramble'd eggs. To cook
find a whip made of this handiwork an 6
yards 46 inches wide, 4 yards lin- the vinegar mixture and return to them in this
fire, stirring until thickened.
way, reheat the peas,
attractive gift for a bab. The inner- ing silk for
yard velvet for
most part la a soft whip. This is facing collar,jacket,yard silk for revers Strain It over two quarts of finely seasoning to taste, and adding a tashaved cabbage, which has previouswound around with cotton batting and and cuffs. '
blespoonful of minced parsley In adly been seasoned with one-hal-f
of a dition to the butter, pepper, and salt
then bound with a cord so that it is
When thoroughly hot pour all the
teaspoonful of salt and
securely covered. Then a case for It
Odds and Ends.
of a teaspoonful of pepper.
Is crocheted or knit and put on with a
llque from the peas, and over tb,e latThe ruchings of matlines that come
ter pour two well beaten eggs, stirtassel to finish the pointed end, sefor hat trimming will aid the
ring continuously until they are propcurely fastened on bo that if the child ready
Bonnyclabber.
erly scrambled. Serve on toast as
tries to put the whip in somebody's home milliner. The niching is known
skim
milk
Put
name
comes
and
that
of chantecler
is on the point quickly as possible.
by the
eyes It will not do any more harm In
a combination of colorings such as of souring Into a glass dish or tea
than a soft handkerchief.
Bells are
where It will sour quickly,
fastened on the whip part way up, green, blue and mauve, cherry color, cups, assetsoon
8teamed Cornbread.
and
as solid put on the ioe
and on the handle end there is a loop. white and black, gray and cerise, to
81ft Into a bread bowl three cud-chill. Serve with sugar and powThe whip must be so soft every- brown and blonde, as well as plain dered
fuls Indian meal, one cupful wheat
cinnamon sprinkled over It '
where that It cannot possibly do any colors.
flour and a half teaspoonful of salt.
Another novelty Is the quill deco
harm. It may be given separately or
Mix In another bowl one cupful sour
narrow
a
Valenciennes
lace
with
rated
set
of
a
crocheted or knitted
with
Bordeaux Pudding.
milk and one of molasses and beat
edging. Strips of the lace run the en
reins.
A Bordeaux pudding Is made up into It a teaspoonful soda
dissolved
tire length of the quill, the edges of
by cutting sponge cake Into two or in a tablespoonful cold water. .Add to
and quill being even.
lace
thin
three
a
Russian
raid.
layers, (spreading each the sifted flour, pour In a
About half an Inch of the quill shows with anma
4
I
....... . tea.- i. joiu
wv v Mnt
Coarse Russian braid Is used a
auu VlVWlr mold and steam steadily for three
on either side of the stem. This Is an "
great deal for trimming coats and excellent way to make old quills look lng all with whipped cream appro- - hours. Bake a few moments at the
capes. ".
end. to brown the top of the loaf.
like new.
'
i
'", The Dyspeptic's Kick;
Tne inevitable. " '
Different Now.
I
"What
a
discontented expression
"Alice, you're a good little wife, I
!8h used to laugh at all our jokes
Mrs. de Woozy wears."
Exportation of British Coal.
know, and you can cook to beat the
When love wa. In Its heydey;
out of every one But she la changed, she only laughs
About twenty-fou- r
"Yes, she worries all the time and
band; but you don't get the kind of
Now when it's Hearing pay day.
unhappily the cause of her worry
dyspepsia tablets my mother used to hundred tons of coal mined In the
United Kingdom is exported.
.
buy." Judge.
continually Increases."
"Poor woman!
What does she
As Indicated.
worry about?"
. .
Profeseor To what class of malaCheer Up.
Reclaimed by Irrigation.
"Growing old."
Nothine happens to anvbodv which dies does insomnia belong?
Two million acres In New South
nature
to
Is
fitted
not
Student
bear.
be
by
Bright
Insomnia
er
Why
Wales have been reclaimed by
la a contagious disease. '
Marcus Aurelius.
A Pleasant Memory.
cation.
Professor Where did ; you learn
The veteran pulled at his pipe and
thatt
tared thoughtfully Into the glowing
'
;
Soaring Ambition.
Bright Student From experience. embers. 'Yes," he said, "we made the
English Women In Majority.
ambition
has
When
once
its
passed
When my neighbor's dog can't sleep enemy run that
John Bull has more daughters than
day. But, thank
bound-lesat night I can't either.
.sons In England and Wales by 1,225,-06- 5 natural limit, its progress Is
heaven, they didn't catch us."
Seneca.
,
-

committee of friends and distributed
to the guests before their departure.
As to the dreams that may come
when the fair recipients sleep with
the bride's cake beneath their pillows,
vfco can tell whether they can vie
with the pleasure of receiving it In
bo charming a form?

PAGE SEVEN

M.

CLEAN

Excellent Habit to Cultivate, Especially by the Girl Who Is Given

to Fretting.

Are you one of the girls who are
given to moping, to looking fearfully
into the future or to lamenting the
past? There is no surer cure for these
unhappiness breeders than to cultihabit.
vate the clean-slatWhat (f it?
Live a day at a time. Start each
morning with a fresh record to be
made. This must not be muddled with
the blurs of yesterday nor the possible blots of tomorrow.
The girl wW gets the clean-slat- e
habit realizing the value of living but
a day at a time, determines to make
that day as bright and helpful as she
can. She seeks to write upon It only
pleasant things. If the disagreeable
ones must go down, she looks forward
to the morrow when they can be
rubbed out, though perhaps they must
e

be rewritten.
The girl with the clean-slathabit
does not force early wrinkles by dread
of the morrow. She takes all the fun
of the present until it becomes a habit;
such a strong habit that even the worries as they come fail to blur the
slate.
Try it Just for one day. Begin this
morning to rub out of your recollec-lectlothe things you failed to do and
the things you may fail in doing. Determine, until you go to bed tonight,
to live for the next thing as well and
as cheerfully as you can.
If a day so spent is not entirely as
you would spend it, at least the average of happiness is higher than If you
passed the hours in vain regrets and
vainer forebodings until no strength
Is left for sane living.
e
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It was the livery ctable man who
had Mr. Gunn arrested and taken before the magistrate upon a charge
of hiring a vehicle and not paying for
it When Mr. Gunn was asked to give
his version of the .natter, he said:
"You see, your honor, I was courting
a girl named Emily Emily Butter-wl:And on Tuesday, as she seemed
a little cold toward me, I thought I
would please her maybe, by asking
her to take a drive. She said she
would go, and when I drove the wagon
around from the livery stable she got
In. We had gone about two blocks
when she asked me to stop, and a
young man came up and spoke to her.
She said his name was Jones, and he
was an old friend of her mother's, and
would I mind giving him a lift as far
as the depot, so that he could take
the train for Chicago?
I said
I
would, and that Jones might drive.
But as Jones declared he didn't know
how to manage horses, he got Into
the back seat by the side of Emily."
"Seemed hard to you, did It?" asked
the judge.
"Well, pretty hard. But I drove on,
so's to catch the train, until I heard
something that sounded like kissing;
then I had suspicions,
but when I
looked around Jones said he had accidentally torn a ribbon in Miss Butter-wick'- s
hat He saw that I noticed
his arm kind of around Emily, bo he
said that he had to keep it there to
prevent her from falling out"
"Considered It thin, did you?" inquired the Judge.
"Well you know, I didn't like it
much; but I whipped up the horses,
and Emily and Jones were sort of
silent until I looked suddenly around
and saw her head on Jones' shoulder.
Jones was awful smart, and quick as
a flash he said: 'She feels better now.
Had a sudden
fainting spell, and
would have have dropped right over if
I hadn't caught her.
Her mother
warned me to catch her whenever she
was taken this way. Drive right on.
I'll do what I can to make her comfortable.'
That's wha'. Jones Bald to
me."
"Did she seem really comfortable?"
asked the justice.
"Too thunderin comfortable, It appeared to me. But I went ahead for
a minute or two, and then took another glance, when it looked to me as if
Emily had suddenly gotten better, and
was kissing Jones."
"Revived, had she?"
"But Jones said, says he:
'Gunn,
Miss Butterwick here was just whispering to me a message she wanted
me to convey to a friend in Chicago.
Don't mind us. That off horse there is
acting a little skittish;
probably
you'd better keep your eye on him.' "
"What did Emily say?'
"Oh, nothing! Jones appeared to be
running things, although It was my entertainment. However, Just then we
reached the depot, and when I stopped
to let Jones out, he said : 'You needn't
stop. Gunn; I've changed my mind.
I'll take the night train. I Just remember that I have to see a man out
here by the cemetery.' So then I told
him I thought he ought to drive a
while, and let me sit back; but he kind
of smiled, and said that Mis3 Butter-wick'life wouldn't be safe with him
at the lines, or he'd be glad to oblige
me, or words to that effect."
"Perfectly ignorant about horses,
was he?" asked the judge.
"Let on to be, anyway. And so I
drove on, convinced that there was
more hugging and kissing going on behind me than the law allowed, until
we came in front of a drug store.
Jones asked me to stop; and I did
Then he wanted me to get out and buy
some camphor to help Emily's nerves.
" 'Why can't you go in and
get It?'
I asked.
" 'I can't leave this fainting invalid,'
he said.
" 'And I can't leave the horses,' I
said. But Emily she chimed in with:
'Oh, do go, Mr. Gunn, for my sake! ' And
so I handed the lines to Jones, and I
got out and entered the drug store.
When I came out of the store the ve- hide was gone, and I never heard from
it again until Emily dropped me a note
a day or two later apologizing for running off with Jones, and saying that
they had driven straight to a preacher
and been married, because her father
had refused to let her marry Jones
openly at home. Jones brought the
carriage to the stable after the ceremony but he was In such a state of
happiness that he forgot to pay the
bill. Now it doesn't seem exactly the
square thing that I should pay for
having Jones play It on me In that
awful manner does It?"
,"The case Is dismissed" said the
Judge. "If I were Gunn I would go
to the stake before I would settle."
And then the liveryman started off to
hunt up Jones.
s

Noncommittal.
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Furnished rooms
1C0

for housekeeping

Garcia.

FOR SALE Cows, horses and wagon. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 409

Gallsteo St.
FOR SALE One pair of close
matched driving horses. Inquire of

William & Rising.

FOR SALE law library of the late
John P. Victory. Mary M. Victory, Executrix.

WANTED A position
as housekeeper either in hotel or private family. No objection to country. Address this office.
LOST Black leather pocketbook
between Capitol and Palace hotel.
Coutains money and letters. Return
to this office. Reward.
WANTED Woman
for general
housework family of five. Apply Mrs.
A. J. Fischer, Game Warden's office,
Capitol building 9 to 12 a. m.
FOR SALE Four little houses and
lots corner Manhattan avenue and
Garcia street $1,750. Rent for $50
month. Lots on E. Manhattan 48x600,
$130. Walter Kraul.
i

WANTED Men without experience
to work at electricity, plumbing, automobiles, bricklaying. Learn trade In
few months without expense, 200 stud-

ents last year. $30,000 contract jobs.
Write Immediately. United Trade
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.
WANTED Every one in Santa Fe
and vicinify to read the opening chapters of the new serial by Robert W.
Chambers in the November number
of Cosmopolitan Magazine. It is the
greatest novel of the year and is Illustrated by Charles Dana Gibson.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewrlters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.

sup-plic- a.

SALE!
FOR
Handsome
quarter
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing device, spacious and in Al condition.
Cost $100 will sell for $G0. Also have
one substantial desk in splendid con
dition for lower price. Inquire New
Mexican.

BLANKS

Printed and fo sale by New Mexl-ea- n
Printing Company. Santa Fe, N.

Mex.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
sheet
Complaint, Criminal
forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sunv
mons, 4 sheet
sheet
Acknowledgment,
Mortgage Deed,
sheet
Mortgage Deedj without Insurance
Clause,
sheet
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
2

4

2

4

2

2

sheet

sheet
Option,
Notice of Protest,
2

sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
4

sheet

Warranty Deed,

U

sheet

2

Quit Claim Deed,
sheet
Application for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals.
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
Butchers' Bond,
sheet
Sheriffs'
Monthly Report of Licenses.
sheet.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto.
pliego.
Auto de Prision, 4 pliego.
Declaraclon Jurada,
pliego.
Certificado de Nombramiento,
pliego.
Fianza Oflcial,
pliego.
Fianza Oflcial y Juramento, 12
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllgeo.
Formula de Enumeracion.
pliego.
Contrato entre los Directores y Prepliego.
ceptors,
Contrato de Combustible, 2 pliego.
Documento Sin Garantia, 2 pliego.
Notas Obllgaciones, 25c por 69.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros de Recibos Supervisores de
Camlnos, 25c.
Llbros de Recibo de Capltaclon, 50
en un libro, 25c.
2

4

2

2

2

2

1--4

4

1-- 4

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

1-1--

Noticla de Asesores de Asesamento
en un libro, 75c.
Llbros de Eleccion de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
100

y 40c.

Applicaclon por Llcencla de Matrl-monl"Senator," asked the beautiful girl,
2
"are you a regular or an insurgent?"
pliego.
Certificado de Muerte, 4 pliego.
"I must decline, my dear young lady,
Certificado de Nacimento, 4 pliego.
to answer that question. It Is my
hope that the two wings of the party
Reglstracion de Fallecimentos y
will have come together before It Is Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
necessary for me to again seek an
1--

1--

1--

election."

Civil, $4.

Prices.

Each. Per Doz. Per 100.
Murder Without Malice.
,
4
$ .25
sheet . ..$ .10
$1.75
The dean of Suffolk School of law,
2
.35
2.50
.10
sheet
Boston, sends us the following gem
4.00
.65
.10
full
sheet
a
from
freshman
examination paper:
When polishing the finerer naila
100 assorted blames take the 100
across, not up and down. Dust the "Where murder Is committed without
hands with orris power for excessive malice aforethought it Is a case of price.
Size of Blanks.
manslaughter." The Green Bag.
perspiration.
4
sheet 7x8
A Contradiction.
The Superlative Habit.
2
Inches.
sheet, 8
"No," said the young man with the
Man, when he Is by woe beset
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
frivolous hat "I'm not a bit afraid to
To magnify it doth endeavor.
There never was a Bummer yet
Signs, Card Board.
go out on the water In this wind. You
mat was not called "the hottest ever." see, I know all about a sailboat" "For Rent"
loceaclj.
.10c each."
"Son," replied old Cap Catspaw, "Board" ,
.10c each.
"For Sale"
No"you're contradicting yourself.
Stopped the Confab.
10c each.
The honeymoon had dlsanneared be body can know all about a sailboat "Lodging" .
without being afraid of It"
25c each.
For Rent or Sale" .
hind a domestlo cloud.
"No Smoking" . . '.
10c each.
"Was there anv fool In love with
"Furnished Rooms for Light
you before I married you?" he de
Cultivating Phloxes.
25c each.
manded angrily.
Housekeeping" .
Cut the fading, bloom stalks from
25c each.
"Tea, one," she answered.
the phloxes, work the soil, dig some "Board and Lodging" .
"Well." he snanned. "I'm aorrr vou
fertilizer about the roots, water well, "Minor's Law" . ...........EOceach.
KOo each
rejected him."
and induce new growth, when they "LiTery
"But I didn't relect him." she re should bloom until
frost cuts them "English Marriage Laws" ..50c each.
Joined. "He married, nve
"Spanish Marriage Laws" ...60c each.
down- -

...
...

1--

1--

1--
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GKOCERY AND BAKERY

CONSTITUTION

MAKERS

-"

Walnuts, Almonds, Jilberts, Pecaiis,
Brazils, Hickory & Black Walnuts
Oranges Lemons, Apples, Bananas Grapes
BAKERY GOODS.
Fresh Pies, Cakes. Rolls, Buns, Cookies. Bread

....

VEGETABLES

F. ANDREWS

Bo. 4.

NOVEMBER

Phone So.

i

IF YOU WANT THE

Host Delicious Hot Chocolate
OBTAINABLE IN THE CITJf

Akers-Wagn-

JM

REX ALL STORE

Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served.

i

THE

BEST

IS NONE

GOOD

TOO

j

FISCHER DRUG
THE

REXAlL

COMPANY
THE

STORE

REXALL STORE

i

i

'

-

Costs Money to Keep the
Childrens in fehoes

j

DON'T IT?
BUY THEM OF US AND SEE

DONTSAVE

IF YOU

LOTS OF THAT MONEY

1--4

M comfort
LOOKING

11)1

the Kiddies

Te-nor-

248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

ini

-

JOHN PFLEUGER

'

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
N. M.
, L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque,

l

i

I

erasing

THE BIG STORE
With something new every day,

winter

There are warm day$ in Winter,
Cool days in Summer,
certain-Win- ter

is Coming.

The wind is changing. The cold snap
is coming, and there is going to be a
wild rush for ladies' outer garments.
This stampede of bnsiness will shatter
our line of woolens it will sweep the
best sellers aud most popular numbers
.
off the boards, AT LEAST
TEMPO-RARILY-

You'll do well to anticipate you rneeds
in a suit, coat, dress, skirt or cape by
looking over AMERICAN line today-Le- t
us take your order and your
sure to be pleased.
mea-sure--you'-

'

Looking for your interest 'while you sleep.

We Guarantee

is Coming

But one thing is

9,

1910.

turbed the .status of either the saloons
beautiful, read the advertisement , of
or the prohibitionists. The confusion
S. S. Spitz, the jeweler in this issue
MINOR CITY TOPICS
in pargraph 8 had grown out of ef
in which he is calling attention to
forts to amend it to meet the various
Azurite pins, enameled wear, beaded
views of all concerned.
too nupurses, and other novelties
Judge Doe rose to inquire of Judge
merous to mention.
Nov. 9.
Colo.,
if he seriously believed what
Denver,
Baker
Ships 3,500 Sheep B. F. Pankey
The forecast is generaly fair
he said when he stated that under the
and
rancher
millionaire
the
delegate
Coker amendment the county would
jtonight and Thursday with staivT'''",'"-"y ,JIin the constitutional convention, ship
be without the power of taxation in
tionary temperature.
to
his
ped 3,500 sheep yesterday
cities for county purposes. Without
Ten cars
A Summer Idyl, a beautiful biograph ranch at Bonanza. Kansas.
the flicker of an eyelid Judge Baker
were required to take the sheep which
said he believe it.
pastoral. It's at the Elks' tonight.
'
,i"--'
a
- 'J
to
he
said
are
and
were
raised
here
MONEY TO LOAN Must be placed
JUDICIARY UP FOR
immediately.
Joseph B. Hayward, credit to New Mexico.
About November 10th, the Santa Fe
Room No. 19, Catron Block.
CONSIDERATION.
Santa Fe' Lunch Counter Inside Trail Curio Company will move from
(
old
to
Claire
the
location
the saloon, "Our Place." All kinds of their present
(Continued From Page One.)
sandwiches and lunches served. P. B. Cafe stand, next to the First National
bank building where they will have
ticular interests or to carry out the
Bonhannan.
aswishes of the great mass of the peoGood Home Cooking at the Coffee on display, a large and beautiful
and native curios,
of
ple except as to the enforcement of
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues. sortment etc.Indian
Read their change of
the law. In New York,' Pennsylvania
Please order in advance. Phone Black blankets,
ad in this issue.
and other states have established the
152. I. M. Astler.
A Society
Drama with a romantic
r,
practice of electing judges for their
Will Go to Aztec The clerk of the
at the Elks'
qualifications and not their politics.
district court is getting records into plot is "Renunciation"
See it.
He read, however, a charge by Attortonight.
counto
to
Juan
San
Aztec,
go
shape
18 There will be a
ney Frederick R. Coudert that the
Concert
No,
of
the
week.
the
end
ty
supreme judges in New York huy
An Entire Change of Pictures at concert Friday November 18 at Litheir places with campaign contributhe Elks' tonight. A Summer Idyl; brary Hall and it will be given under
tions and that nominations and elecRenunciation, and a big laugh Zeb the auspices of the Guild of the
tions to judgeships have been bought
Church of the Holy Faith. The solZeke and the Widow.
with contributions running as high as
Suit on a Note The TJ. S. Bank and oist will be one of the best that can
HON. FLOYD C FIELD.
of this city has filed be obtained in New Mexico and the Delegate in the Convention From Clapham, Union County and Who Has $180,000 by one individual, thus exposi Trust Company
ing the weak point of an elective sysin the district clerk's office &, suit affair promises to be the musical
Taken an Active Interest in Pu blic Affairs Fot Many Years.
tem for the judicial system.
against Ralph A. Marboe of Estancia event of the season.
Mr. Fitch continued saying his
on a note for $377.30.
From 33 to 60 Degrees That was
amendment
provided a remedy for
New Patterns in LInoleoums New
Hon. Floyd C. Field, delegate in the writing for various periodicals.
the range in temperature yesterday
a condition as exists in New
Before coming to New Mexico Mr. such
Davenports, Dressers, Rugs, etc., are and the average relative humidity constitutional convention from Clap- York. It is a departure, he said, but
called attention to in the change of was 51
Field was Interested in horticulture,
per cent. The lowest temper- nam union county, was born in Penn-atur- e being a life member of "the Illinois not entirely untried, and would take
Furniture
ad for the
during the night was 32 degrees ByiVania. His father was a Methodist State Horticultural Society. He came the office out of politics. He objectCompany in this issue. Read the ad.
ed to the great length of the ballot
6 o'clock this morning it was minister and was captain of Company to
at
and
rooms
best
Is
of
one
the
That there
New Mexico two
ago, settling
in many states ; that the voter will not
The day was clear and u, New York Volunteers. Both ol his on a farm in Union years
37
degrees.
what
J.
to be had waiting for you is
county.
of grandfathers were revolutionary sol- C. Digneo is telling you in his new pleasant with a mean temperature
He has always been a Student of scan carefully the names on the ballot and inquire into the qualification
diers.
advertisement for the Claire hotel in 5 degrees above the normal.
public affairs, and has championed
Mr. Field belongs to that numerous the adoption of the initiative and has of each candidate. In fact, it is imthis issue. If you have no home, read
and celebrated Field family of which favored direct legislation for some possible for him to do so, and he is
BRILLIANT WEDDING AT
the ad.
GUADALUPE CHURCH, Stephen J. Field and Cyrus W. Field time. Mr. Field has won respect for guided in his choice by his attitude toA Side Splitting Laugh From Start
were notable members.
to finish is Zeb Zeke and the widow,
the courage of his convictions, though ward the head of the ticket.on His
the
at the Elks' tonight.
in
to
moved
Ohio
at times he has fought for them amendment also provided that
Field
Pedro Ortiz y Pino and Miss Agueda
early
jir
shall
name
ballot
for
the
party
judges
Reverend
odds.
Fresh Eggs From Nearby Ranch
finished
his college education against great
ufe and
Rael Are .Married by
exHis open frank countenance and not appear. Mr. Fitch cited the
It is pretty hard to get good fresh
at Lebanon, Ohio. He studied law and
Father Besset
offof
which
its
elects
Seattle
ample
fresh
eses. but I will furnish them
jwas admitted to the Chicago bar in pleasing personality may be partly
from my ranch thrice a week. Phone What proved a very brilliant wed- -' 1S82. He practiced law and engaged responsible for the fact that Mr. Field icials in that manner.
H. B. Fergusson followed in adyour order to MacCallister, Red 126, ding took place this morning at the in literary pursuits which he followed invariably makes a good impression
the minority in somewhat
vocating
not
believe
do
if
even
three rings.
his
colleagues
Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe for many years, lecturing before pubthe same Vein as Mr. Fitch had done.
Ladies' Glee Club Meeting Tonight when Pedro Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo, lie audiences on many themes
in all the measures that he defends.
He opposed the election of the highest
This evening at 7:30 o'clock, a meet-- ! and Miss Agueda Rael of Santa Fe
,
judges in the fury of a political camBes-Ing of the Ladies' Glee Club will be
married by the Rev. Father
come
a
to
vote,
it
I.
amendment
H.
this
SALARIES
AND
of
Mrs.
OFFICERS
home
Rapp,
STATE
paign or compelling them to' make
the
held at
11 rector of the church. The wedwould be adopted. Mr. Crutchfield heavy campaign contributions. He
east Palace Avenue. All members dimr was largely attended and evoked
therefore made a motion to defer con- said there are many arguments in
(Continued From Page One)
are urged to attend.
much interest ior the bride is one of
sideration of it and all other related favor of an appointive judiciary. He
.
..
p Cqmtn
AnnBoard to Meet A full attendance of me
Po
in
th segregation feature of the propo- - matters. The motion went to a vote was speaking as the New Mexican
the official board of St. John's Metho loniopi.iu..
Mrs
man
and
best
was
the
Rael
Cunniff without debate and was defeated by went to press.
Qf
dist Episcopal church Is desired this
Apolonio Rael was the matron of mlnority repor(. of tne legislative com. 21 to 29.
evening, at the church immediately honor.
mittee last week.
B. F.
This did not exactly represent the
CONVENTION SPARKS.
following the prayer meeting.
Mr. Ortiz y Pino is the son of Juan
unflnished initiative " and comparative strength of the two facthe
Summers, Pastor.
when
Ortiz, one of the most prominent mer- referendum measure was taken up in tions. A couple of members who were
Transfer of Real Estate A real
It is evident by the way the black
transfer was recorded in the pro chants in Santa. Fe county and a resi- the who,e committee( with Mr. Ingra-den- t opposed to segregation voted against letters read that the following genof Galisteo. Mr. Ortiz was horn ham in the chaIrj Mr Roberts moved the' motion. They could see no use tlemen of the convention were caught
bate clerk's office from Henry C
in Delegate Childer's
Shields to E. G. Cunningham of the in Galisteo 26 years ago and was edu- tnat paragraph g 0f the proposition be in prolonging the agony.
section 11 N R. 9 E., the con cated in his city, having attended St aaopted. It was plain that Mr.
NE
made a strong protest Catron,
Bakeif
Judge
sideration being $L100.
College. He has been ac- erts dia not understand the status of against the Coker amendment He O'Brien
known
well
a
is
and
has
Announcement
in
the proposition and it turned out that feared that the convention was about Ortega,
Cards
tive
politics
Wedding
0
nobody was quite sure of it A refer- to do something at which Arizona Navarro.
been made of the wedding of Miss merchant
action
M.
that
showed
D.
record
to
ence
the
Juan
would blush. The parting of the ways
Eufelia Lueras and
mac ta the dn.nirht.er of Mr. and
The convention Taylor,
!
on Friday at Manzano. It will
T3oi nit Pool ia a on it had been postponed; that there had been reached.
be followed by a reception and ball
lioro hia store was pending an amenaineiit us mi. stood on the brink of a chasm. Judge Roberts,
ii i
',
at the home of the bride's parents.
was Webb calculated to give the counties Baker said that he was not concerned Armijo,
v..y
jn i 'sh
i vvm
iy ,.n,.t
uciuk
iu
Marriage Licenses Deputy Probate educated at Loretto convent in this absolute control over the towns and with the struggle between the saloon Pankey.
that there was also pending a motion keepers and the prohibitionists, hut
Clerk Sandoval today issued two marcity ana is consul wu ua
TO AND FROM KOSWELL.
riage licenses; one to Jose Miguel beautiful and accompnsneo gins wuo bv- M, Coker to Bubstitute for the this amendment he said would remove
pro- from the counties the power to tax
one
Webb
amendment
absolutely
Sandoval and Miss Maria Demasia of
at this well
Cordova and the other to Jose Maria have been graduated
tecting incorporated towns and cities property in the cities and towns for Connection made with Automobile
from county control.
county purposes. It would also be so line at Vaughn for Roswell. daily.
iCroiz and Miss Juanita Trujillo both known institution.
Following the wedding a reception
of Chimayo.
With the air of one who knew his mangling of the initiative and refer- Automobile leaves Vaughn lor Rosbride's
not be well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives ati RosElks to Meet Tonight The Elks was held at the home of the
gtrengtn Mr Coker introduced still endum provision that It could
will hold a meeting tonight and it will parents and prominent people includ- ;another amendment mucbmore sweep- recognized by any friend of direct well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
and Oregon. Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
he one of great interest for the dis ing Governor Mill3, were present
jng than the former one. It proposed legislation between Maine
that even school districts as well as That paragraph 8 was confusing he and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
trict deputy grand exalted ruler of
had fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
New Mexico, H. H. Betts of Silver
stomxtff m 2D miritiufc cities and towns should be invested admitted. The original paragraph
no right is $5.80 and between Torrance and
sure" with Dr. bhoop'
taken
rule.
away
had
home
been
with
clear.
It
Irf
City will visit the local lodge and
I
'5b
Critim Vttimni'- fine
A Am r
J 11
that the towns enjoyed under the pres- Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autotest will surely prove
Further Delay Sought.
JNo vuraitiutf. no dia
If You Want Something New and rcsss. A safe and
It was the general opinion that if ent segregation law and had not dis- mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
i'ruu-f)- c.
Druiarfsta
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NO

WEDNESDAY,

M

re

every garment to be absolute fit or you
do not take it. We also guarantee the
highest workmanship at same price as
ready to wear garment. This depart-men- t
has grown 1 00 per cent since a
year ago and we intend to carry it to
the top notch. We guarantee delivery
in 14 days or we will forfeit 10 per
cent of its value if we do not make
, J
delivery on that date.
WE MEAN BUSINESS AND NOTHING
ELSE WILL TAKE ITS PLACE.

